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INTRODUCTION
Christopher Theofanidis1 (b. 1967) is a versatile American composer, writing
ballet, opera, oratorio, choral/orchestral, concerto, and orchestral works. His
commissioned works include The Here and Now (2005) for the Atlanta Symphony
Orchestra, The Refuge (2007) for Houston Grand Opera, Heart of a Soldier (2011) for
San Francisco Opera, and The Gift (2013) for the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra.
The Here and Now is available in two scorings—one for symphony orchestra and
one for wind band, which makes it accessible to university and college programs as well
as community choirs. The challenging rhythmic language and the dense tonal palette
could at first be discouraging for a choir, however, that need not be the case. With proper
rehearsal technique and a thorough understanding of both the text and the harmonic,
melodic, and rhythmic language, this work is a rewarding performance piece for both
conductor and choir alike.
Rooted in traditional Western composition methods, The Here and Now contains
cluster chords, changing meters, and modality, as well as imitative polyphony and
unifying motifs within a new, tonal American aesthetic. To date, nothing has been
published on The Here and Now other than CD booklets, program notes, and concert
reviews. There are no peer-reviewed articles on the work, although there are a few on
Theofanidis’s other compositions. The aim of this monograph is to place this choral/
orchestral work within the context of Theofanidis’s oeuvre while giving choral
conductors tools to teach this contemporary work.
The major problem that arises is addressing how the choral conductor should
approach the rhythmic writing, text setting, and harmonic language in a manner that
makes it accessible to a choir and helps them to “buy in” to a modern choral/orchestral
work. This monograph serves to address these challenges through warmups, rehearsal
strategies, and teaching methods that will inspire choristers and allow them to feel
1

Pronounced “thee-oh-fa-NEE-dees.”
!1

confident while learning and performing The Here and Now. This research is necessary to
give greater exposure to a lesser-known contemporary composer, to help his
compositions gain visibility in the choral world, and to make his works more accessible
to a broader choral community.
There are several methodological approaches used in this paper. Firstly, an
analytical discussion examines the text setting, preferred sonorities, textures, and the
harmonic, rhythmic, and melodic elements. Secondly, primary source materials, including
interview transcriptions and email interactions with targeted questions for the composer,
give specific information not found in existing interviews or published materials. Finally,
teaching strategies present rehearsal plans and warmups to help a choir overcome the
initial unfamiliarity with this modern work.
The first chapter addresses biographical details about Theofanidis and his place in
the Atlanta School; gives an overview of his body of works; and examines the inception
of The Here and Now. The second chapter goes into depth about how Theofanidis created
the libretto using Jalal ad-Din Rumi’s poetry as published by Coleman Barks. The third
chapter gives an overview of the preferred sonorities and tonalities as well as a brief
analysis of the melodic unifying cells, tonal centers, structure, rhythmic—almost spoken
—text setting, and any defining compositional techniques for each choral movement. The
final chapter addresses the performance challenges found throughout the piece and gives
warmups and rehearsal plans to conquer those challenges.
The information provided in this dissertation sheds light on an emerging voice in
choral literature. It provides conductors with an understanding of how to approach a
modern choral/orchestral work and allows them to have a greater degree of understanding
of the inception and meaning of the text. While the paper discusses the work as a whole,
it is not a comprehensive measure-by-measure study. Rather, it examines unifying
elements and teaching challenges, excising representative examples and giving
suggestions on how to approach them with a choir. Christopher Theofanidis is a relatively

!2

new voice on the choral/orchestral scene. This monograph is the starting point for further
studies and research on his compositions so that more choirs and orchestras consider
programming his material in the coming years.

!3

CHAPTER 1: BIOGRAPHY AND WORKS
Christopher Theofanidis (b. 1967) holds degrees from the University of Houston,
Eastman School of Music, and Yale University, where he currently teaches composition.
He is a former faculty member of the Peabody Conservatory of Johns Hopkins University
as well as the Juilliard School. In addition to his position at Yale, Theofanidis is the
composer-in-residence and co-director of the composition program at Aspen Music
Festival. A composer growing in recognition, he has been the recipient of the Rome Prize,
a Guggenheim fellowship, a Fulbright fellowship, a Tanglewood fellowship, as well as
two nominations for Grammy awards.2 Theofanidis initially considered a career in
business, stating in a 2010 interview that he was
not totally aware that music was really a living art. For a long time I had the kind
of church-choral tradition, and Bartók and Prokofiev. That was what I knew. I
just didn’t know that there was a lot of other stuff going on out there until I
actually got into Eastman and started to see the bigger panorama of what was
going on and the possibilities.3
He credits Eastman and his teachers, Joe Schwantner, Chris Rouse, and Sam Adler, as the
genesis of his musical language and passion.
His long-standing relationship with the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra (ASO) and
Maestro Robert Spano, whose passion is “important new works of living American
composers,”4 has yielded many notable commissions and recordings, the most recent
being Dreamtime Ancestors (2015), an orchestral work that has been programmed by
over fifty orchestras in just two seasons. Since Spano assumed the directorship of the
Grammy nominated in 2007 for The Here and Now and 2016 for Bassoon
Concerto.
2

Molly Sheridan, “Christopher Theofanidis: Wider Than a Concept, Deeper Than
a Sound,” New Music Box (November 1, 2010), accessed May 10, 2018, https://
nmbx.newmusicusa.org/christopher-theofanidis-wider-than-a-concept-deeper-than-asound/.
3

Porter Anderson, “Review: The ASO Sets Rumi Whirling,” CNN (March 31,
2008), accessed January 10, 2018, www.theofanidismusic.com.
4
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ASO in 2001, his goal to introduce accessible works of lesser-known, living American
composers has led to the formation of the Atlanta School of Composers, a group of
“likeminded individuals under the leadership of a conductor with a certain taste.”5 When
Spano discusses the Atlanta School— comprised of Michael Gandolfi, Jennifer Higdon,
Osvaldo Golijov, and Christopher Theofanidis—he says these composers “may not sound
like each other on the surface but when you start to look at how they’re distinguished
from the previous generation, their teachers, [and] the kinds of materials they use and
what interests them, they’re all tonal, tuneful, and influenced by popular or world music.
They share that aesthetic, however differently they engage it.”6 A composer earns a place
in the Atlanta School “once Spano is ready to commit to multiple years with them,”7
which is what happened when Theofanidis and Spano were first introduced in 2000 with
the premiere of Rainbow Body.
In an age when the expense of mounting newly-composed, large choral/orchestral
works is limited to those orchestras with affluent donors and large operating budgets, it is
noteworthy that Theofanidis has had a succession of works commissioned and premiered
by large American opera houses, orchestras, and their accompanying choirs, a few of
which are closely related to both the music, text, and meaning of The Here and Now, see
Table 1.1. He gained recognition in the wake of Rainbow Body (2000), premiered by the
Houston Symphony under the direction of Robert Spano, which has become one of the
most performed orchestral works composed in the twenty-first century, being

Kerry Brunson, “Mass Classical: America, Accessibility, and the Atlanta School
of Composers” (M.M. thesis, California State University, Long Beach, 2016), 32. From
her interview with Evans Mirageas, September 18, 2015.
5

Mark Gresham, “Q&A (Part I): After 12 Years, ASO’s Robert Spano Revels in
Having Found his Comfort Zone,” ArtsATL (March 4, 2015), accessed January 10, 2018,
http://artsatl.com/review-world-premiere-theofanidis-oratorio-shows-aso-spano-peakpower/.
6

7

Brunson, 32.
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Table 1.1. Compositions for choir, soloists, and/or orchestra
Title

Year

Timing

Performing forces

“1 Corinthians 13”

1992

3:30

choir, brass, percussion, pipe organ

“The Prayer of Saint
Francis”

1994

4min

choir, organ

Rainbow Body

2000

13min

orchestra; propelled him to recognition

The Invention of Music

2001

40min

Libretto by William Hoffman on Sophocles
Satyr Play, “The Ichneutiae”;
soli, choir, orch, rock singer and band, and
dancers;
commissioned by the Brooklyn Philharmonic

The Thirteen Clocks

2002

120min

opera in 2 acts; based on James Thurber
story; commissioned by the Moores School of
Music

The Here and Now

2005

35min

soli, choir, orch; commissioned by the Atlanta
Symphony Orchestra and Chorus, Robert
Spano

The Refuge

2007

90min

libretto by Leah Lax;
soli, choir, orch, non-Western ensembles;
commissioned by the Houston Grand Opera

“Messages to Myself”

2007

15min

SSAATTBB choir; commissioned by the
Houston Chamber Choir

Heart of a Soldier

2011

Virtue

2013

20min

soprano, male actor, 3 amplified female
voices, chamber orch; after Hildegard’s Ordo
Virtutum

The Gift

2013

20min

tenor, choir, orch; commissioned by the
Pittsburgh Symphony

Creation/Creator

2015

80min

soli, actors, choir, orch; oratorio; for Atlanta
Symphony Orchestra and Chorus, Robert
Spano

“Four Levertov Settings”

2016

opera; libretto by Donna Di Novelli; for San
Francisco Opera

SSAATTBB, violin

programmed by over 150 orchestras internationally since its publication.8 Theofanidis
writes that “Rainbow Body was the coming together of two ideas—
Christopher Theofanidis, “Biography 2017-2018,” accessed May 1, 2018, http://
www.theofanidismusic.com/biography.html.
8
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my fascination with Hildegard of Bingen’s music and the Tibetan Buddhist idea of
‘Rainbow Body,’ which is that when an enlightened being dies physically, his or her body
is absorbed directly into the universe as energy, as light.”9 Based on fragments of
Bingen’s monophonic chant “Ave Maria, O Auctix Vite,” (Hail Mary, source of life), the
melody appears in its entirety a few times throughout the work, “as a kind of plateau of
stability and peace within an otherwise turbulent environment.”10 In conversation with
Molly Sheridan in 2010, Theofanidis reveals his “natural tendency is towards a
storytelling kind of narrative structure,”11 a penchant that appears in all of his works and
forms one of the basic unifying principles of his compositional style.
Hallmarks of his style so integral to The Here and Now—cluster chords
comprised of secundal sonorities and rhythmic text setting—are evident in his very first
published work “1 Corinthians 13,” for choir, brass, percussion, and pipe organ. The
recurring compulsion to set a spiritual concept or text to music is a harbinger of his
libretto for The Here and Now based on Rumi’s poetry. When asked if spirituality is a
force in his music, Theofanidis says, “I think it is. I always get nervous speaking about
anything that’s metaphysical, but it’s dealing with things that you can’t quite touch and
you can’t quite imagine—which for me is largely spiritual matters—to the extent that
dealing with things which are not concrete is in the music.”12 It makes sense that
expressing Rumi’s thoughts on love, joy, and gratitude in The Here and Now would speak
to Theofanidis.

Christopher Theofanidis, Program Notes Rainbow Body, accessed May 1, 2018,
www.theofanidismusic.com/works/program/rainbowbody.
9

10

Ibid.

11

Sheridan.

12

Ibid.
!7

The Refuge (2007) for Houston Grand Opera, is a full-length “dramatic oratorio,
musical drama, opera vérité or some new synthesis”13 that recounts refugees’ experiences
who have settled in Houston, giving insight into the human condition and why people are
forced to emigrate despite staggering odds. When composing the music, Theofanidis—
whose own father emigrated to Texas from Greece—included musical elements from
each of the varying immigrant communities, notably Africa, Mexico, Vietnam, Pakistan,
the former Soviet Union, Central America, and India. Seven tableaus proceed without
intermission and present music by soloists, choir, orchestra, and six sets of non-Western
instrumentalists, overlaid with spoken tracks of immigrants speaking their stories all
performed in front of a backdrop of colorful photo portraits.
Messages to Myself (2007) for SSAATTBB a cappella chorus was written for the
Houston Chamber Choir based on four poems by Walt Whitman, Jalal ad-Din Rumi, Amy
Kirsten (Theofanidis’s wife), and William Butler Yeats that “seemed to have particular
staying power in my life and have become a resonating chamber for my way of
thinking.”14 The second song, “All day and night music,” is excerpted from The Here and
Now, a line of whose text reads, “Each note is a need coming through one of us, a
passion, a longing pain,” an idea that complements the third movement’s poem by Amy
Kirsten, which contains the phrase “Let love come in whatever way it will. In music, in
friendship, in love for myself.” The music consists of a similar tonal palette to The Here
and Now, a succession of cluster chords and text declamation that mimics speech
patterns, as well as imitative polyphonic sections and sudden ascending vocal flourishes
based on fast rhythmic figures (see Example 3a, mvt. 1, m. 12, “escape”).

Ralph Blumenthal, “Not From Here: An Opera for Houston’s Immigrants,” The
New York Times (November 12, 2007), accessed May 1, 2018, http://
www.theofanidismusic.com/press/index.html.
13

Christopher Theofanidis, Program Notes for Messages to Myself, accessed May
1, 2018, http://www.theofanidismusic.com/works/program/messages-to-myself.html.
14

!8

The Here and Now, a large-scale choral/orchestral piece for soloists, chorus, and
orchestra, was nominated for a Grammy Award in 2007. When Robert Spano
commissioned The Here and Now for the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra and Chorus,
Theofanidis remembers that Spano initially
had in mind that both David Del Tredici 15 and I would write 10 minute works for
chorus and orchestra, which would be a part of a concert featuring John Adams’
Transmigration of Souls piece. Both of us separately alerted him that our subjects
had gotten the better of us and our pieces were each growing to 30-35 minutes
long. As is typical of Robert, he booted the Adams from the concert and made it
about our two sprawling works, for which both of us were very grateful. Who
writes a ten minute piece for chorus and orchestra anyway!”16
The reference to John Adams is ironic because Spano has noticed “a shared aesthetic
among [the Atlanta School] composers he deems a shift from the previous generation that
began with the likes of John Adams and John Corigliano.”17 Theofanidis’s The Here and
Now is a superb example of this new, tonal American aesthetic that is highly textsensitive with vibrant sonorities and vigorous rhythms.

Copyright © Regan Arlene MacNay 2018
Del Tredici’s commissioned piece, Paul Revere’s Ride, is a 25-minute work for
amplified soprano solo, chorus, and orchestra based on poems by Henry Wadsworth
Longfellow. Both works appear on the Telarc Label recording along with Bernstein’s
“Lamentation” from his 1942 Jeremiah Symphony.
15

16

Christopher Theofanidis, email correspondence with author, May 3, 2018.

17

Brunson, 2.
!9

CHAPTER 2: POET AND LIBRETTO
Based on the poetry of Jalal ad-Din Rumi, The Here and Now’s libretto uses
excerpted lines or phrases rather than complete poems, a more compact presentation that
represents “how the poetry actually spoke” to Theofanidis18 when he first encountered it
at a performance of Philip Glass and Robert Wilson’s opera Monsters of Grace. 19
Wilson’s multimedia chamber opera with music by Glass uses a libretto based on Rumi’s
poetry, “translated and adapted from the original by Coleman Barks.”20 Barks (b. 1937) is
known internationally for his translations of Islamic poetry and has published numerous
volumes of Rumi’s poems in collaboration with other translators. A published poet in his
own right, Barks claims “to make what I am given—which is literal, scholarly
transcriptions of [Rumi’s] poems—into what I hope are valid poems in American
English.”21 He does not follow the highly structured format of Persian poetry because he
believes that reproducing such rhyming sound patterns would have a trivial effect in
English. Instead, he attempts “to connect these poems with a strong American line of
free-verse spiritual poetry,” similar to Walt Whitman or Theodore Roethke.22
The libretto for The Here and Now is drawn from two of Barks’s collections, The
Essential Rumi (1995) and The Soul of Rumi (2001). Despite the fact that the movements
are based on fragments of poetry, see Appendix A, the overall effect is fluid and conveys

18 Appendix A presents

the two Barks books.

the entire libretto with corresponding page numbers from

Christopher Theofanidis, Program Notes The Here and Now, accessed January
10, 2018, www.theofanidismusic.com/works/program/thehereandnow.
19

Philip Glass, Compositions, Monsters of Grace, accessed May 16, 2018. http://
philipglass.com/compositions/monsters_of_grace/.
20

Brian C. Ferguson-Avery and Hugh Ruppersburg, “Coleman Barks (b. 1937),”
New Georgia Encyclopedia, accessed May 16, 2018, www.georgiaencyclopedia.org/
articles/arts-culture/coleman-barks-b-1937.
21
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the root tenets of Rumi’s teachings—“love, joy, and gratitude mingled with an underlying
sense of longing and restlessness to return to the divine.”23 Table 2.1 gives an idea of how
the libretto is constructed.
Table 2.1. Movement 2 text excerpt demonstrating libretto construction
Page in The
Essential Rumi

Text

14

Do you approve of my love madness?

16

I'm caught in this curling energy!
Whoever’s calm and sensible is insane!

129

I can't stop pointing to beauty.

138

The universe and the light of the stars comes through me.

197

I’ll make the infinite my home.

These are six consecutive lines in movement 2. Almost every line is from a different page
and a different poem, except for the two from page 16. Each sentence has no real
meaning because it is out of context without the remaining poetic text, however, when
read together, they form a brief, emotive story: “Do you approve of my love madness?
I’m caught in this curling energy! Whoever’s calm and sensible is insane! I can’t stop
pointing to beauty. The universe and the light of the stars comes through me. I’ll make
the infinite my home.” That final sentence makes reference to a longing for the Divine
that permeates Rumi’s poems.
Jalal ad-Din Rumi (1207-1273) was born in Afghanistan to a father who was a
leading mystical theologian. After the family’s move to Konya, Turkey, he studied
mystical theory and practice under his father’s tutelage and became a professor of
theology in 1231. By 1240, “Rumi was already an accomplished Sufi master. He had
traversed the stations of the Sufi path and realized the direct and immediate vision of God

23

Theofanidis, Program Notes The Here and Now.
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he discusses so constantly in his verse.”24 His life changed in 1244 when the wandering
dervish Shamsaddin of Tabriz—called Shams in Rumi’s poems—came to Konya and
transformed him from a sober professor of the Koran and Shari’ah into “an intoxicated
celebrant of the mysteries of Divine Love.”25 Divine or Sublime Love is a feature of Sufi
teaching and poetry that “almost always manifests itself in the form of the amorous
relationship between two earthly lovers who have to overcome various obstacles in order
to be one.”26 For the next two years, until 1246, the two men were inseparable, but
Rumi’s family and disciples—the obstacles impinging upon Rumi and Shams’s
relationship—grew hostile toward the connection and Shams left Konya. It was during
this period of separation that Rumi turned to poetry to express his longing for his
beloved. Eventually, Shams was found in Damascus, Syria, and Rumi’s son was sent to
get him. His son, Sultan Valad, later described how “his father and Shamsaddin fell at
each other’s feet” when they were reunited, remarking that “nobody knew who was the
lover and who the beloved.” 27 After a brief period of reconnection, Shams was called out
of Rumi’s house in 1248 and disappeared, most likely murdered by members of Rumi’s
entourage. Rumi traveled and searched for Shams, not wanting to believe “the sun had
died,” but eventually he came to accept that his beloved was “in his own heart,”28 a
spiritual rather than physical presence.
Rumi’s intense love for and relationship with Shams resulted in the quatrains
(rubaiyat) and odes (ghazals) of the Diwan-i Shams-i Tabriz [The Works of Shams of
William C. Chittick, The Sufi Path of Love: The Spiritual Teachings of Rumi.
SUNY Series in Islamic Spirituality. (Albany: State University of New York, 1983), 2.
24
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Manijeh Mannani, “The Metaphysics of the Heart in the Sufi Poetry of Rumi,”
Religion & Literature 42, no. 3 (Autumn 2010): 162.
26

27 Annemarie

Schimmel, “Mystical Poetry in Islam: The Case of Maulana
Jalaladdin Rumi,” Religion and Literature 20, no. 1 (Spring 1988): 71.
28

Schimmel, 71.
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Tabriz], which form the bulk of the poems found in Barks’s books. The Diwan
(“Collected Poems”) comprises over 40,000 verses and “spans a period of almost thirty
years, from sometime after the arrival of Shams in Konya to Rumi's death”29 in 1273.
Barks writes that “these poems are not monumental in the Western sense of
memorializing moments; they are not discrete entities but a fluid, continuously selfrevising, self-interrupting medium. They are not so much about anything as spoken from
within something.”30 The idea of writing from within, in Rumi’s case the emotions
associated with ecstatic love, correlates to the “extra-musical” elements that drive
Theofanidis’s writing, allowing him “to take a humanistic approach to other things that
I’m interested in. Not just the music.”31 Theofanidis considers text an integral element in
the composition process. He has spoken about his early musical influences of Bartók and
Prokofiev, heard as a child when his dad played the piano, but his choral influences also
play a role in The Here and Now. When asked if there was a particular choral style or
composer that influenced this work, Theofanidis responded “Monteverdi, Britten
especially, but I also grew up on madrigals and practically memorized all of the words
from King’s Singers recordings, and so that kind of setting has always loomed large in
my own approach to the artful setting of text. It feels integrated.”32
In light of the influence of Monteverdi and madrigalian practices—where text
informs the musical gesture and the Doctrine of Affection governs mood—and the
composer’s goal to write in an integrated manner, it makes sense that Theofanidis would
incorporate extra-musical elements into The Here and Now like Shams, silence, and
repetitive lines.

29

Chittick, 5.

Coleman Barks, The Essential Rumi, trans. John Moyne (New Jersey: Castle
Books, 1995), xv-xvi.
30
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Sheridan.
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In Persian poetry, the practice is for the poet to end a poem with his or her name
as a signature. Over one thousand of Rumi’s ghazals end with Shamsaddin’s name, which
Rumi “inserted to point to their complete unity.” 33 Having Shams—an extra-musical
element—appear in movement 9 at the culminating moment of the entire work is a
musical nod by the composer to the important role Shams held in Rumi’s life. Many other
ghazals end with the word khamush [Quiet!] or silence,34 incorporating into the poem the
emptiness Rumi felt when separated from Shams. Theofanidis’s use of silence via
extended rests within and between text phrases acknowledges the emptiness of separation
and is an example of an extra-musical element in his writing. The silence also references
the underlying longing to return to the Divine that permeates Rumi’s poems. Throughout
his poems, Rumi refers to the human soul as a reed, which is separated from the reedbed
(Divine Presence), and through language and music expresses “the secret longing for
home.”35 The text in movement 4, “God picks up the reed-flute world and blows, each
note is a need coming through one of us, a passion, a longing pain,” is unambiguous in its
meaning: God; the reed-flute world; each note—music—is a need, a passion, a longing
pain. Theofanidis’s setting of the final phrase, “a passion, a longing pain,” embodies the
search for home through repetitions at increasingly higher pitch and dynamic levels while
also incorporating silence between each repetition.
The attention to rhythm and rhythmic speech setting is a nod to Rumi’s original
poems, in which “strong rhythm is one of their characteristics as is the use of powerful,
and at times unusual, words and rhymes,”36 an aspect of Rumi’s poems that Barks honors
in his translations and Theofanidis integrates into the work. Adhering to spoken text
emphasis, whereby composers place longer note values on a word’s naturally stressed
33

Schimmel, 73.

34

Ibid, 73.
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Schimmel, 72.

36

Schimmel, 75.
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syllable, is not unusual in music, but sculpting the rhythmic language down to the
sixteenth-note to ensure that an entire phrase retains spoken emphasis is unusual.
Theofanidis writes,
From the standpoint of the actual settings they are often as close as I can get to
actually saying them in real time, and follow that kind of text stress and
emphasis. It starts with a kind of rhythmic dictation, but then the art is what
hopefully keeps it from being only that. I consider it a kind of dance with the text
—repetition becomes both a kind of playfulness and also a means of reinforcing
meaning. 37
One such example occurs in movement 12 when the choir repeats “Everything has to do
with loving and not loving” thirteen times, the final three altered by one note and the
inclusion of additional rests (silence) within the last phrase. That Theofanidis chose to
repeat these specific words the greatest number of times speaks to Rumi’s teachings
about love and how his relationship with Shams changed his life. Chapter 3 elaborates on
the frequent examples of rhythmic or spoken text setting.
Theofanidis writes that “the density of wisdom in this poetry really struck me, and
I found myself focusing on particular lines in an almost mantra-like way, repeating them
over and over and writing musical responses to them.” 38 This repetitive, chant-like
quality occurs throughout The Here and Now, creating extended periods of emphasis or
introspection, depending on the register, dynamics, and texture. When asked what line or
phrase first became a repeated mantra, Theofanidis responded “‘Half-heartedness doesn’t
reach into majesty.’ I love that one. Also, ‘Hear blessings dropping their blossoms around
you.’ They sing their own rhythm, and are full of depth at the same time. Those are lines
that I hear in [my] mind still today quite often.”39
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All movements, save one, take their title from a poetry fragment in that
movement. The title for movement 13, however, is not found in the text but comes from
the title page’s subheading. The poem is titled “No Room for Form” in The Essential
Rumi and urges a lover not to seek the beloved in the cemetery across the road or in the
shroud or graveyard dust because
Those get ripped open and washed away
in the music of our finally meeting.
And don’t look for me in a human shape.
I am inside your looking. No room
for form with love this strong.
Beat the drum and let the poets speak.
This is a day of purification for those who
are already mature and initiated into what love is.
No need to wait until we die!40
The wording has been altered slightly from “finally meeting” to Theofanidis’s “final
meeting,” but the power of the words is undeniable. This brief section of the poem
encapsulates the themes of the entire work—love and longing—while acknowledging the
most fundamental aspects of music and text with the words, “Beat the drum and let the
poets speak.” The idea of the drum ties to the whirling dervish, which was accompanied
by drum and reed flute, and also to the ninth movement “Drumsound Rises,” which is
based on a martial rhythmic ostinato. The rhythmic nature of the text setting that mimics
speech conjures both the poet speaking, in this case Coleman Barks, as well as
Theofanidis, who became the poet when he crafted the libretto from fragments of Barks’s
free-verse settings. For these reasons, it becomes clear why Theofanidis subtitled the
work with lines from this poem, and then used a phrase as the title of the final movement.
The choir’s words “All I can say remembering you is Ah” relate to the narrator's thoughts
of the beloved in “No Room for Form.” The choir’s exclamation, “I am part of the

40

Barks, Essential Rumi, 139.
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beauty,” refers to Rumi’s teachings about the longing to return to the Divine “through
love and the spiritual concert,” 41 which is the whirling dance.
Rumi invented the dervish, called Sama’ in Persian, a “mystical dance,
spontaneous in early Sufism”42 where he would spin on his axis and recite lines of poetry
to his entourage, which were then gathered into the ghazals that form the Diwan. As
Barks says, “these poems were created, not in packets and batches of art, but as part of a
constant, practical, and mysterious discourse Rumi was having with a dervish learning
community.”43 It is appropriate that Theofanidis captures the whirling sense of the
dervish within the choral and orchestral writing, especially evident in movement 13. The
composer’s attention to and musical representation of the tenets of Rumi’s teachings, as
seen through Coleman Barks’s interpretive lens, is obvious in the rhythmical and musical
setting of The Here and Now.
One final aspect to consider is the title. The text “taste the here and now of
God” (m. 100) appears at the very end of movement 3 with a sparse texture and
transparent scoring. This is not a direct quote from Rumi’s poetry as it is published today,
but Theofanidis remembers “that exact line from The Essential Rumi early edition”44 he
bought after hearing Glass’s opera, Monsters of Grace. The barren, almost ethereal text
setting in The Here and Now speaks to the gravitas of the words while the four repetitions
hint to this having been a mantra-like line. Their overall meaning and interpretation,
however, is best left to the composer when he writes,
I think God is found in the eternal present—hence the here and now. In the
biblical sense, ‘I am’ is the Christian equivalent. I love this quote from St.
Michel Balivet, “Rumi,” Oxford Encyclopedia of the Middle Ages, ed. André
Vauchez (online edition, 2005), accessed May 1, 2018, http://www.oxfordreference.
com.ezproxy.uky.edu/view/.
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Augustine from his Confessions, which sheds light on this (especially the last
sentence):
a long time is only long because it is made of
many successive moments which cannot be extended.
In the eternal nothing is transient but the whole is present.
All past time is driven backwards by the future,
All future time is consequent of the past.
All past and future are created and set on their course by
That which is always present.
Who will lay hold of the human heart to make it still,
So that it can see how eternity in which there is neither past nor future
Stands still?45
These extra-musical textual ideas, starting with “And don’t look for me in a human
shape. / I am inside your looking,” which recalls Rumi’s search for a physical Shams only
to discover his spiritual presence inside his heart, moving to “the here and now of God”
as influenced by St. Augustine’s eternal present—or perhaps a better interpretation is the
eternal presence of God—when layered show the profound depth of knowledge
Theofanidis drew upon to create such a powerful libretto. The fragmented lines are
stitched together to form a fiercely emotional story about love and the search for
something greater than the self.

Copyright © Regan Arlene MacNay 2018
Theofanidis, email correspondence with author, May 22, 2018. Quote from St.
Augustine Confessions, book XI. This quote forms the text for a movement from his 2015
oratorio Creation/Creator.
45
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CHAPTER 3: ANALYSIS
Approaching The Here and Now from an analytical standpoint, one finds there are
a few generalities that can be made to help the choral conductor prepare. The phrase
structure of the work adheres to the text, where each phrase or section of poetry has a
corresponding melodic idea. If a melody reappears, it is often with familiar text. On
occasion, the melodic/text agreement is further paired with a time signature. The work is
based around traditional tonal key centers, a primary feature of the Atlanta School of
Composers, but Theofanidis frequently adds color notes to the chords and employs modal
scales. He also favors a style of voicing where the lower voices sit on tertian harmonies
(intervals of a third) and the upper voices sing secundal harmonies (intervals of a second
placed adjacent to each other, sometimes called a “cluster” or “tone cluster”46).
Furthermore, Theofanidis utilizes a variety of twenty-first century compositional
practices, most notably:
• tertian chords (stacked triads);
• color chords (non-traditional voicings of traditional sonorities);
• bichords (where two or more simple units that can be recognized as separate chords
are combined to form one complex chord47 ); and
• tonic by assertion (pedal points or repetition of a single note).
When a mantra-like line occurs, the sonorities are generally built with closed voicing
(within an octave) with tertian and secundal layered intervals that create a bichord or a
color chord.
What follows is a broad analysis of each choral movement, drawing attention to
the structure, text/melody relationship, tonal centers, and the preferred sonorities and
voicings, all of which will help the conductor prepare The Here and Now. It is not a

Stefan Kostka, Materials and Techniques of Twentieth-Century Music, 3rd ed.
(New Jersey: Prentice Hall, 2006), 59.
46

William Christ, et al. Materials and Structure of Music II (New Jersey: Prentice
Hall, 1967), 467.
47
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measure-by-measure or chord-by-chord analysis, rather a means to discuss details that
inform the interpretation and performance of the work.48
Movement 1: Inside this new love, die
Table 3.1 Movement 1 summary
Section

Phrase

Measures

Cadence

A

a

1-3.3

C+ADD6/4

b

3.4-6

tertian chord; (A2-C3-E3) in TTB voices, (G3-B3D3) in SSA voices

a1

7-9.3

c- ADD b6/4

c

9.4-13

C+ADD4

a2

14-16

C+ to start; ends with a cluster chord based on C#
(C#-D#-E#-F#-G#) on the word ‘color’

c1

17-21

C+ADD4 in third inversion moves to C+ADD4 m. 21

A1

A2

The only a cappella movement in the entire work, movement 1 has a three-part
structure all based on the same melodic phrase, forming an A A1 A2 framework. Each A
section is further divided into phrases that end with non-traditional cadences based on
bichords, which can be a complex harmonic structure frequently used at climactic points
of a phrase49 (see Table 3.1). The choir begins in unison on G with the words “Inside this
new love” and then arrives on a color chord, C+ADD 6/4 on the word “die” (m. 3). A brief
musical phrase, this is an example of using a complex harmonic structure at a climactic
moment that is text-based (the word “die”). Although it may be understood as a stacked
bichord of C+ and F+ triads, the interwoven nature of the pitches—the C+ triad is split
Throughout the monograph, the C+/c- key signature delineation is used. C+
represents the key of C major while c- represents the key of C minor. The Scientific Pitch
Notation (SPN) system is used for octave identification of choral notes by which C4 is
middle C.
48

49

Christ, 469.
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between the two lowest voices (C4-E4) and the highest voice (G5) while the F+ triad
occupies the middle voices—precludes it from the bichordal label, hence the term “color
chord.” The melodic movement, which begins tutti in all voices, returns strongly to C in
the bass line and the alto I line—the only doubled note in the chord—signaling that C is
the tonic (see Example 1).
Example 1. C+ADD6/4 color chord, mvt. 1, mm. 1-3

The embedded nature of the A4 and F5 within a C+ chord further supports that
this is a color chord. The introduction of F informs the rest of the work, wherein the tonic
chord becomes C+ with an added fourth (C-E-F-G). The tonic chord is used in third
inversion at two cadence points that both resolve into the tonic C+ADD 4. The initial phrase
of each of the three sections begins with an eighth rest—the first example of silence for
effect—and an ascending unison line in octaves that features the pentatonic collection,
see Example 2.
Example 2. Ascending melodic line, pentatonic collection, mvt. 1
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The cadences (measure numbers listed in Table 3.1) are labeled non-traditional
because they are not harmonically determined and a cadential arrival is instead based on
the text—each cadential figure occurs at the end of a sentence, is held for several beats,
and in two cases has an empty bar of rest before the next phrase begins. If the chord
centers are considered—C+ (tonic), a- (submediant), G+ (dominant)—these cadential
points are tonally based. The Ac phrases are based on a similar rhythmic pattern—two
sixteenths, one eighth—that results in spoken text, the first on the words “Take an axe to
the prison wall” and the second on the text “Do it now,” see Examples 3a and 3b. The
final rhythmic figure on “escape” (Example 3a) recurs in many of Theofanidis’s pieces.
There are only a few emphatic mantra texts scattered throughout the work, but these
eleven repetitions of “Do it now” (mm. 17-21) are the first occurrence.
Example 3a. Rhythmic similarity, A1c phrase, mvt. 1, mm. 9-12, soprano

Example 3b. Rhythmic similarity, A2c1 phrase, mvt. 1, mm. 17-20, soprano

The only true cluster chord, which must have three or more consecutive intervals
of a second, is found on the word “color” in m. 16. When spelled in ascending order
starting with the bass note, the cluster spans Cs-Ds-Es-Fs-Gs, the inverse of C+, the tonal
center for this movement and a majority of the work. Interrupting the constant C+
tonality, this sudden cluster aurally represents the word “color,” and is the first example
of text painting in The Here and Now.
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The first movement ends with an attaca that leads directly into a brief threemeasure seam—coda for movement 1 and introductory phrase for movement 2. The
material of this seam begins in C+ just like movement 1 and contains, after a brief
moment of silence, a jarring chord on the word “gratitude” (m. 23) made up of two
layered three-note pitch collections. Built a major second apart, each collection contains
either a perfect 4th or augmented 4th interval embedded within a perfect 5th interval. The
TTB voices have the lower collection (Bf3-Ef4-F4) while the SSA voices have the
higher, dissonant collection (C5-Fs5-G5). The C-Fs-G collection is the first hint of the
C+ADDs4 that is used in contrast to the C+ADD4 tonic chord throughout the remaining
movements.

Movement 2: Is the one I love everywhere?
Table 3.2. Movement 2 summary
Section Measure Text

Tonal Area

A

25-42
43-46

“There’s a strange frenzy in my head”
“I can’t stop pointing to beauty”

F+
Bf+

B

46-66

“The universe and the light”

transition to C+ADD4

A1

67-84

“Do you think I know what I’m doing?”
“I can’t stop pointing to beauty”

F+
Bf+

Coda

85-96

“Like this universe coming into existence”
“Half-heartedness doesn’t reach into
majesty”

Ef+
Ab+ADD4 over Bb

Movement 2 introduces the five-note unifying melodic cell, of which there are
two iterations, one that begins with a minor 2nd interval—labeled Theo.m2—and the less
frequently heard one that begins with a major 2nd interval, Theo.M2, see Examples 4a
and 4b.
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Example 4a. Theo.m2 melodic cell

Example 4b. Theo.M2 melodic cell

M2

m2

The A sections of movement 2 are both based on the same descending twomeasure melody, which in turn is comprised of smaller cells: Theo.m2 and its answering
ascending melodic motive, see Example 5. While not a true inversion in which the
intervals are exact replicas of the original melody as seen in Bach’s contrapuntal writing,
these ascending scalar
Example 5. Five-note unifying cell, Theo.m2, mirrored, mvt. 2, mm. 25-26
Theo.m2

Descending

Ascending

episodes frequently occur after a section of descending melodic, scalar movement. This
mirroring occurs throughout The Here and Now on both a surface level (shown above)
and a broader level, revealed in later movements. The B section comprises polyphonic
imitative entries, beginning with tenor I. This section recalls the Renaissance practice of
point of imitation, which presents the same melody in every voice, just as the mirrored
technique in A section recalls the fugal practice of inversion.
An example of internal unification occurs in movement 2 with two appearances of
the text “I can’t stop pointing to beauty.” In m. 43, the text is sung two times on a stacked
bichord (Bb+/C+) followed immediately by an impassioned “Ah!” in m. 44 on a blended
color chord encompassing a minor 3rd interval in the lower voices (D4-F4) and major
!24

2nd intervals in the upper voices (C5-D5; G5-A5). The importance of “beauty”
throughout the libretto is obvious through its repeated presentation as an emphatic
mantra-like line. The second appearance of “I can’t stop pointing to beauty” in m. 82
employs the very same rhythmic text declamation in octaves moving from F4/F5 to G4/
G5 in the soprano and tenor voices. This brief three-measure interjection finishes the last
phrase of the body of the movement.
The third instance of a mantra-like line used for emphasis is “Make a noise, beat
the drum” (mm. 75-77), which Theofanidis treats in a playful manner. Built on Theo.m2
in the tenor and alto voices, this poetic fragment relates to the idea that music (noise,
playing drums) triggers the secret longing for home. As a musical representation of the
text, Theofanidis has the bass drum and a double-headed tom play accented fortissimo
quarter notes during the choral/orchestral rests, indicated with [ff boom] in the following
transcription: “Make a noise [ff boom], Make a noise, beat a drum [ff boom], Make a
noise, beat a drum [ff boom]” (mm. 75-78). This brief, repeated phrase sets up the
fortissimo declamation of “I can’t stop pointing to beauty!” in mm. 82-83 before a radical
shift in dynamic and tempo occurs at the Coda.
The Coda begins with Theo.M2 in Ab+ above an extended Eb+ pedal, see
Example 6. After devoting the movement to C+ and F+ tonal centers, the Coda begins
simultaneously in Eb+ Ab+ before settling into a repeated, sustained bichord build on Bb
with an Ab+ADD4 on the mantra
Example 6. Theo.M2, mvt. 2, mm. 85-86, alto
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“Halfheartedness doesn’t reach into majesty” (m. 89). The continuous, pulsing Bb creates
an example of “tonic by assertion” whereby the tonal center is made clear “through the
use of reiteration, return, pedal point, ostinato, accent, formal placement, and register to
draw the listener’s attention to a particular pitch class.”50 Theofanidis employs tonic by
assertion several times throughout The Here and Now. In traditional tonal harmony, the
chord built on the Bf is a bb-11. In the context of this work and Theofanidis’s preference
for tertian and secundal harmonies in the upper voices over an open fifth interval in the
lowest voices, this can be labeled a Ab+ADD4 over a Bb open 5th bichord—Bf2-F3 (open
5th interval), Af3-C4-Df4-Ef4 (Ab+ADD4). The use of an open 5th interval in the lowest
voices reappears throughout the work.
“Half-heartedness doesn’t reach into majesty” is assigned spoken rhythmic stress
(see Example 7) with the triplet rhythms mimicking how the words would be said. The
sudden introspective repetition of the words, “Half-heartedness doesn’t reach into
majesty. Half-heartedness, Half-heartedness doesn’t reach into majesty” (mm. 92-96)
comes in the wake of dense imitation (“The universe and the light,” mm. 46-66) and
rhythmic declamation (“Do you think I know what I’m doing?” mm. 67-84). Such
shifting textures and sound palettes, coupled with a low tessitura on the “halfheartedness”
mantra, demonstrates how text informs music in The Here and Now, recalling
Theofanidis’s statement that “I found myself focusing on particular lines in an almost
mantra-like way, repeating them aloud over and over and writing musical responses to
them.”51
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Theofanidis, Program Notes The Here and Now.
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Example 7. Spoken rhythmic stress, Ab+ADD4 over a Bb tonic by assertion, mvt. 2, mm.
92-94

Af+ADD4

Bb open 5th
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Movement 3: The sound of the resurrection
The structure of movement 3 is closely related to the text. Each section is
assigned a tonal center; when the text recurs, so does the tonal center and the melodic/
rhythmic material associated with that text, see Table 3.3.
Table 3.3. Movement 3 summary
Formal
Section

Measure

A

3

“Would you like to see the moon split in
half with one throw”

G+

B1

21

“Steam spills into the courtyard”

C+ADD4

25
28
82

different text, same rhythmic declamation
and tonality
“No need to announce the future”
“This”
“World power means nothing”

Db+ADD4 (bII)
C+
DbADD4 (bII)

B2

Text

Tonal area

A1

34

“Did you hear? Would you like to see the
moon split in half with one throw”

C+

C

42

“I want words that flame as I say them”

bb- first time; F
melodic minor
second time

B1

54

“Steam spills into the courtyard”

G+

A2

58

“Would you like to see the moon split in
half with one throw”

parallel perfect 5th
intervals; begin on
C

C1

64

“I want words that flame as I say them”

C pedal, F melodic
minor scale

B2

83

“World power means nothing”

Db+ADD4 (bII)

Coda

88
100

“Feel the motions of tenderness”
“Taste the here and now of God”

F melodic minor
C+
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Continuing to use a tonal center as a source of unity in the work, this movement
employs C+ADD4 as well as the duality of C and F inherent in the chord which was first
presented in movement 1. The best example is in section C1 where an ascending F
melodic minor scale is heard in a continuous, polyphonic, imitative texture over a
sustained, seventeen-measure C pedal (mm. 64-82), prolonging and emphasizing the
duality of these two tonal areas. The most striking element of this movement is the two
sections based on Db+ADD4 (bII). With a sudden switch between the C+ and Db+
harmonies, the vibrancy of the tonality as well as homorhythmic text declamation
underscores the urgency of textual meaning, first that the future is already at hand—“No
need to announce the future! This now is it, THIS” (mm. 25-28)—and second that world
power is nothing compared to a rich life—“World power means nothing, only the
unsayable jeweled innerlife matters” (mm. 82-85).
The movement intensifies as it moves toward the second Db+ADD4 section (m. 82).
This heightened vehemence first appears in mm. 79 and 82 when all six voice parts
declaim the word “flame” homorhythmically with a wide voicing within the polyphonic
section, drawing attention to the succeeding text, “World power means nothing.” The
heightened emotional state at “World power means nothing” hints that perhaps these
words are the culmination of the choir’s desire to have “words that flame”52 as they speak
them. Once the climax is reached in m. 82, it is sustained for six measures until the
almost ecstatic shout “Ah!” (m. 87), which is marked “sffp crescendo” and built on two
layered tone clusters: (Db4-Eb4-F4) in TTB and (Ab4-Bb4-C5) in SSA. In addition to the
unvoiced consonant “f” in “flame,” Theofanidis uses the same unvoiced consonant at the
beginning of the final section, on the text “Feel the motions of tenderness around you, the
buoyancy,” the importance of which is underscored by the repeated presentation in
octaves at mm. 88-99. A similar sibilance is used for the text “steam spills” to create

Christopher Theofanidis, The Here and Now (Brooklyn: Bill Holab Music,
2005), 20.
52
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drama and word painting. As an example of unification, the first appearance of “steam
spills” (m. 21) has the first four notes of Theo.m2—F5-E5-D5-C5—embedded in the
soprano I voice, see Example 8.
Example 8. Embedded Theo.m2 motif, mvt. 3, mm. 21-24

Just as the unvoiced “f” consonant appears to highlight the directive in Rumi’s poetry to
feel tenderness, Theofanidis draws further attention to this line by incorporating Theo.m2
with the same mirrored movement and disjunct melodic leaps as its first appearance in
movement 2, see Examples 9a and 9b.
Example 9a. Mirrored five-note cell, disjunct leaps, mvt. 3, mm. 88-91, soprano

Example 9b. Mirrored five-note cell, disjunct leaps, mvt. 2, mm. 25-26, alto

Movement 3 ends with a very sparse texture and transparent scoring on the words
“Taste the here and now of God” (m. 100). The four repetitions, passed between the
female voice parts over a held C pedal in the orchestra, also hint to this having been a
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mantra-like line that initially struck Theofanidis as he was composing. The use of
mirroring on a broad level occurs with this phrase in which the ascending C+ scale ends
on 7 (see Example 10), functioning as the inversion to the F melodic minor scale that
moves from 8 down through the raised 7 and 6 to end on 2 that appears throughout the
rest of the movement. The incomplete nature of the scales, ending on the potent,
penultimate pitch, are musical representations of the soul’s incomplete journey to return
to the Divine.
Example 10. Mantra-like line, ascending scale, “taste the here and now,” mvt. 3, mm.
100-103
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Movement 4: All day and night, music
Table 3.4. Movement 4 summary
Formal
Section

Meas.

A

1

“All day and night, music, a quiet bright reed
song.”

G Phrygian

B

8

“God picks up the reed-flute world and blows.”

G+

A

17.2

“All day and night, music, a quiet bright reed
song.”

G Phrygian

C

23

"Remember the lips where the windbreath
originated”

Secundal
harmonies based
on C

A1

30

“All day and night, music, a quiet bright reed
song.”

E Phrygian

35
39
48
52

“Be your note.”
“Let everyone climb on their roofs”
“Let everyone sing their notes.”
“Ya!”

shifting

69

“All day and night, music, a quiet bright reed
song.”

G Phrygian; tag
ends on Eb+

D

A

Text

Tonal Area

Movement 4 is a refrain structure where the refrain text, “all day and night,”
melodically follows G Phrygian mode with vocal flourishes. Scored for TTBB, the first
two appearances are exact repetitions that are heard over a G pedal. Harmonically,
Theofanidis alternates between G Phrygian and C+, creating an auditory polytonal
soundscape to these refrain sections. The middle occurrence (m. 30) is scored for SATB
and is sung in E Phrygian. The final iteration (m. 69) reverts to the TTBB voicing and is
an exact repetition of the first two with a two-measure tag that ends the movement on
Eb+.
The three ‘verses’ are noticeably different in texture and sound from the refrain.
The first contains a repeated gesture based on the words “a passion, a longing pain.” In
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each repetition the voicing becomes more open until the forte dynamic is reached (m. 16)
which coincides with the widest voicing, spanning C3-G5. Silence punctuates the words,
emphasizing not only the literal meaning of the words, but the underlying yearning to
return to the reedbed (Divine Presence). Each repetition has a similar sound shape with
the word “passion” containing the widest voicing and then reducing in size through “a
longing pain.” Text painting on the words “pain” and “passion” involves the resolution of
major/minor 2nd interval to major/minor 3rd intervals. With each successive entry, the
separation between the soprano and bass voices becomes greater with louder dynamic
levels, effectively increasing the angst and yearning (see Example 11).
Example 11. Repetition of “a passion, a longing pain,” mvt. 4, mm. 12-17

The second verse, based on the text “remember the lips” (m. 23), is set to spoken
rhythmic text with closed voicing and a cluster chord (secundal harmonies) based on C.
The five notes, C4-D4-E4-F4-G4, are a vertical arrangement of Theo.M2. This same
chord is heard in movement 1 on the word “color” (m. 16), albeit built on Cs. This
section harmonically prepares the concluding E Phrygian harmony by having the
secundal sonorities resolve to first to an Ef-Bf open 5th interval and then to an E-B open
5th interval. The two keys of G+ and E+/Ef+ are related by a chromatic mediant
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relationship, in which two triads with the same quality have roots a major 3rd or minor
3rd apart.53
The third verse (mm. 35-68) demonstrates mirrored ascending and descending
melodic movement. The melody begins on the fitting text “Let everyone climb on their
roofs” with a short ascending phrase that is handed from section to section, starting with
the basses and ascending (climbing) through each voice part up to the sopranos. The
climax of the movement, beginning at m. 52, has the loudest dynamic marking and
begins a slow descent through the voice parts from G5 in the sopranos in m. 52 to G2 in
the basses and G3 in the altos (m. 68). The text for this descending section is the word
“Ya!,” each occurrence of which is notated with an accent encouraging a continued
renewal of joy and fervor, as though each “Ya!” is a mallet striking a gong.

Movement 5: Narrative I: The value of our souls
The three narratives (movements 5, 8, 11) are for baritone soloist and are unified
by a sixteenth-note flourish. Using both the descending and mirrored ascending motif,
these flourishes tie the solo movements to the wider work while still creating a unique
sound and feeling within and across the three movements. Every flourish has an inverted
arc shape—high to low to high—with three notes on either side of the pinnacle note, see
Example 12. They begin with four of the five descending notes of Theo.m2 or Theo.M2.
Each movement adds a trumpet to the flourish, so that the final solo, movement 11, has
three trumpets taking part in the flourish, see Examples 13a and 13b.
Example 12. Single trumpet flourish, mvt 5, m. 1

53

Kostka, 3.
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Example 13a. Trumpet flourish, 2-part, mvt. 8, m. 1

Example 13b. Trumpet flourish, 3-part, mvt. 11, m. 1

These movements, all less than a minute in length, “are like little parables with
humor” that Theofanidis “felt provided a kind of sonic relief to the choral movements.”54
Scored for woodwinds, brass, harp, and pitched percussion, the sonority is quite different
from those scored for full orchestra and the repeated sixteenth-note flourish creates an
atmosphere of celebration and lightheartedness.

54

Theofanidis, Program Notes The Here and Now.
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Movement 6: Hear blessings dropping their blossoms around you
Table 3.5. Movement 6 summary
Formal Meas
Section
.

Text

Tonal Area

A

2
8
18

“But listen to me. For one moment, quit being sad.”
“Hear blessings dropping their blossoms around you.
God.”
“Listen to me.”

Bb pedal
Eb pedal
Bb pedal

B

20
31

“Be melting snow, wash yourself of yourself.”
“Rub your eyes and look again at love with love.”

imitative
C+, F+, Bb+

A1

49
65
69

“Hear blessings dropping their blossoms around you.”
“For one moment, quit being sad.”
“God.”

Eb+, Bb+
based on Bb+
Eb+

Coda

72

instrumental ‘luxuriant’ marking, m. 72

Eb+; brass

The very opening choral statement on the text “But listen to me” has Theo.M2
broken up between the voices, see Example 14. With each triplet on the text “listen to,”
the descending melody moves to a new voice, starting first with F4 in soprano I (m. 3.1),
then Eb4 in soprano II (m. 3.2), then to alto/tenor on D4 (m. 3.3), before the melodic cell
ends in the tenor voice on C4 (m. 3.4). This figure functions as an introductory and
concluding phrase—it repeats in m. 18—for the first formal section of movement 6.
These descending phrases are mirrored by the ascending, imitative line of the middle
section, based on the text “hear blessings dropping their blossoms around you.” In an
example of text painting, the word “dropping” outlines either a descending perfect 5th or
major 6th while presenting a rhythmic pattern that echoes how one would speak the
word, see Example 15.
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Example 14. Fractured Theo.M2 melodic cell, mvt. 6, mm. 3-4

Example 15. Text painting of word “dropping,” mvt. 6, mm. 14-15

The next formal section (mm. 20-30), based on the words “Be melting snow” is
reminiscent of fugal writing where the first statement in the soprano I is repeated two
measures later (m. 22) by soprano II at the same pitch before being transposed down a
perfect 5th for the alto entry two measures later (m. 24). The disjunct nature of this
melody is quite challenging for choirs, however, once the root melody is pointed out—
Theo.M2 missing the fourth note, G5-F5-E5-(D5)-C5—the choir is more able to audiate
this line, see Example 16.
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Example 16. Disjunct Theo.M2, mvt. 6, mm. 20-22

Following the pattern presented earlier, the descending line on the words “be
melting snow” is mirrored with an ascending melody in the next imitative section
beginning at m. 31, based on the text “Rub your eyes.” Beginning with the alto section,
this melodic phrase is repeated eight times as it is passed through various voice parts.
The final line of text, “Hear blessings dropping their blossoms around you,” uses
Theo.m2. A sparse texture with only one voice entering at a time over pedal notes in the
orchestra allows the words to be clearly heard. The mantra-like quality of this line and the
importance it had to Theofanidis is evident not only in the number of repetitions—eight
individual instances—but in the time he allows this line to speak with such a transparent
accompaniment. In an email correspondence he wrote, “the idea of dropping blossoms
and your awareness of them, . . . your perception is able to follow them because they are
falling gracefully, and there is a sense of wonder and fullness at the same time. That was
the starting point for the setting—that repeated mantra for me musically feels like it is a
single phrase that is gently falling around you, cascading.”55
In stark contrast to the minimalist sound of “hear blessings” (mm. 48-65), the
return of the text “For one moment” (m. 65) has two layered chords with the same
voicing—an interval of a 3rd on the bottom with a major 2nd above. The TTB voices are
built on Bb3-Db4-Eb4 while SSA are built on F4-Ab4-Bb4. These two measures of
rhythmic text declamation resolve first to a bitonal chord—Ab+ in TTB with Bb+ in SSA
—before settling on a firm Eb+ for the final ten measures. These last measures are unique
to The Here and Now in terms of orchestration and overall sonority. Not only do they
55

Theofanidis, email correspondence, May 3, 2018.
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remain in one key for the entire time, the full brass, percussion, and woodwind scoring
along with vocal flourishes on the word “God” (m. 69) give a fanfare-like feeling to this
brief section.

Movement 7: The one who pours is wilder than we
Table 3.6. Movement 7 summary
Meas.

Text

Tonal Area

1-13

“The one who pours is wilder than we ever”

parallel triads; SSA

14-30

“The one who pours is wilder than we ever”

f- ; TTB join

31-44

"The one who pours to the rim and leaves”

cs-

45-84

“A pearl in the shell does not touch the ocean”

C LydianMixolydian (s4 and
f7)

85-96

“The one who pours is wilder than we ever”

f-

97-112

“You must dive naked, under and deeper under”

Db+

112-117

“Love flows down”

B+

118-135

“There is some kiss we want with our whole
lives”

Fs+

Movement 7 begins with a minor version of Theo.M2 (C5-Bf4-Af4-G4-F4) in the
soprano voice but is expanded to include parallel tertian sonorities in the soprano II and
alto voices, see Example 17. This opening also employs the 2nd-to-3rd intervallic
sequence, whereby the resolution to the parallel triads that trace minor-Theo.M2 is
suspended by a beat. The descent is mirrored by an ascending melodic line (Theo.m2)
beginning at m. 15 that moves Af4-Bf4-C5-D5-Ef5 in the soprano voice. The opposing
nature of these two melodies—the first employing a major 2nd interval while the
mirrored version displays a minor 2nd interval—extends the ongoing elements of
inversion and the duality of the major versus minor 2nd at the core of C+ADD4 and
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C+ADDs4 tonic chord. Text painting occurs with the words “Love flows down” (m. 112),
where each word in the alto and bass voices descends by perfect 5ths (Cs5-Fs4-B3). The
sequential descending intervals occurs three times in unison octaves, a further instance of
a mantra-like line being repeated to underscore the text’s meaning.
Example 17. Minor-Theo.M2 in parallel triads, mvt. 7, mm. 1-4

2nd - 3rd

3rd

3rd

2nd - 3rd

The woodblock section (mm. 31-42, Example 18) is unusual because brief
silences punctuate the text “the one who fills to the rim and leaves to live in absence with
a toast” (m. 31), requiring crisp, short diction by the choir to ensure that the barren
texture is communicated clearly to the audience. Rapid sixteenth-notes on the woodblock
fill longer rests in the phrase (mm. 33, 36, 39), lending a sense of urgency and intrigue to
the throbbing text setting. A further unusual aspect to this section in relation to the wider
movement is the low tessitura for all voices and the extended 2nd-to-3rd intervallic
sequences, heard in “a passion, a longing pain” of movement 4, mm. 12-17 and at the
opening of movement 7. The tenor and bass voices in the first six-measure phrase (mm.
31-36) show a mirrored 2nd-to-3rd intervallic sequence, where the root movement
appears first in the bass by descending steps— Ds3-Cs3-B#2—then in the tenor by
ascending steps—E4-Fs4-G4, see Example 18.
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This movement has an extended 5/8 section (mm. 45-84) built on C LydianMixolydian mode, an extension of the C+ tonic that underpins the work. There are six
separate ostinato lines—each voice part has its own—but only two are repeated
simultaneously throughout the entire 5/8 segment beginning in m. 44.4 with the alto and
soprano II voices.56 These two lines alternate voice parts every four measures but are
always present. The throbbing repeated C4 ostinati (see Example 31) underpinning the
section moves from soprano II/alto (mm. 44-67) to the basses in m. 68 and finally the
tenor I in m. 77. Over and around these two lines, the other voice parts enter with
different ostinati, gradually building in depth and intensity until the altos and tenors break
in with the words from the next musical portion, “you must dive naked under and
Example 18. Intervallic sequences in mirrored phrase, woodblock, mvt. 7, mm. 37-42

2nd - 3rd

2nd-3rd

3rd

3rd

deeper” (m. 68). In addition to the almost constant shift of time signature and the
extended 5/8 ostinato section, this movement sees the introduction of four-against-three
in homorhythmic text declamation in m. 123. After the busyness and almost chaotic
nature of the ostinato section, the movement ends with two repeated exhortations of
“seawater begs the pearl to break its shell” (mm. 126 and 130) that are set in rhythmic
speech patterns before the choir pleads, “Breathe into me” (mm. 133-134). The rising
56

For the six ostinato lines, see Examples 30-35 in chapter 4.
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sixteenth-to-dotted-eighth note figure on the word “me” is similar to the figure used on
the word “escape” in movement 1 and the word “poems” in movement 13, a figure that is
found frequently in other compositions by Theofanidis.

Movement 9: Drumsound rises
Table 3.7. Movement 9 summary
Section

Measur Text
e

Tonal Area

Intro

1

instrumental martial figure

d-

A

10

“Drum sound rises on the air.”

d-; TTBB

A

26

"Drum sound rises on the air."

d-; SSAA join

B

44

“A voice inside the beat says”

polytonal, G+ADD4
and C+ADDs4 over D
pedal

A1

49

“Start walking toward Shams.”

d-; TTBB first, SSAA
join

C

65

“Then comes a moment of feeling the
wings you’ve grown, lifting.”

G+

D

70

“When Shams is here, I rain.”

d- to f-

Coda

78

instrumental martial figure

F Lydian modulates
to G

The defining feature of this movement is the pervasive martial atmosphere
achieved by the repeated rhythmic cell (see Example 19) played exclusively by the field
drum (with snares) and bass clarinet. The ostinato rhythm occurs from mm. 1-44 with a
brief break before resuming in mm. 49-67. A variation of the rhythm appears in the horns
and field drum at m. 77.
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Example 19. Repeated martial rhythmic cell, mvt. 9, bass clarinet and field (tenor) drum

Above this incessant pulse first the brass and winds and then the choir has a steady,
marching, ascending line moving from D4 up to B4 as though both mirroring and
extending the five-note cell. As with movement 4, the TTBB have the first iteration of the
choral music (mm. 10-25) before being joined by the SSAA voices in m. 26. Buttressing
this throbbing rhythm and marching melody are sixty-four measures of a D pedal tone, a
prolonged example of tonic by assertion.
The five-note descending motif occurs twice in one segment at two different tonal
areas—G+ADD4 and C+ADDs4 (mm. 44-47). The altos sing Theo.M2, spanning D5 to G4
(m. 44), then the sopranos answer two measures later with Theo.m2 beginning on G5 (m.
45.4). The interwoven nature of these lines as well as the simultaneous sounding of
G+ADD4 and C+ADDs4 over the persistent D pedal is the first and only example of
polytonality in The Here and Now, see Example 20.
Example 20. Polytonal section, mvt. 9, mm. 44-47
C+ADDs

G+ADD4
D pedal
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This movement contains one of the lines of text towards which Theofanidis
admits a strong pull: “I also loved ‘then comes a moment of feeling the wings you’ve
grown lifting’—what an image.”57 The juxtaposition of texture and rhythmic motion at
these words proves their import to the composer, interrupting the constant half-note
rhythmic march and breaking the prolonged D pedal with an abrupt shift to G+. The
tertian chord on which the choir homorhythmically declaims the text “then comes a
moment of feeling the wings you’ve grown” is rooted on G (G3-B3-D4-F4-A4) with a
major 2nd at the top (D5-E5), which in traditional tonal language is a G+13. Maintaining
the tertian G chord, the choir as one shifts to higher pitches to text paint the word
“lifting,” ensuring the uppermost voices keep the major 2nd interval (G5-A5). There is a
marked difference in rhythm when this line appears, rhythm that mimics speech patterns
and incorporates silence to underscore the magnitude of the text, see Example 21.
Example 21. “Then comes a moment” speech-patterned declamation, mvt. 9, mm. 65-68
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Theofanidis, email correspondence, May 3, 2018.
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Immediately following this is the climax of The Here and Now. Occurring at the
Golden Mean58 of both movement 9 and the work as a whole, it involves the text “When
Shams is here, I rain” (m. 72). The three repetitions of “I rain” in mm. 71-77 are given
long note values and wide vocal spacing. The chord progression moves from a unison A
in octaves to a d- triad, a clear dominant to tonic motion that completes the harmonic arc
of the movement. The second repetition of “I rain” (mm. 73-74) settles on a G+ADD9
while the final repetition in mm. 75-77 returns the movement to F+ to build a framework
for the return of the F Lydian ascending scale that begins in m. 77. Placing Shams,
Rumi’s beloved, only at the culminating point of the work shows Theofanidis’s
sensitivity to Rumi’s life and poetry.

Movement 10: Spreading radiance
Unique to The Here and Now, movement 10 is scored for 6-part women’s voices,
and the orchestral scoring includes bowed waterphone, bells, spring coil played with a
metal beater, cymbals, harp, muted horns, and flute tremolos. All of these elements make
it a very airy, ethereal soundscape in striking contrast to the dense texture and martial
sound of movement 9. The music is through-composed with the opening two phrases of
text set to Theo.m2. The mirrored ascending motif occurs in m. 19 in parallel third vocal
lines that are passed imitatively from one pair of voices to another. The first occurrence
begins with the lowest voice on C4 (m. 19), and then is passed to a different duet but with
an exact repetition of material in m. 20. The next two duet appearances in mm. 22 and 23
have moved sequentially up a major 2nd interval with the lowest voice beginning on D4
before the final two repetitions (mm. 24-25) on E4. Each duet phrase has different text
and the shifting nature of paired voices creates a pointillistic sound within a
homogeneous upward motion culminating at the G5 in m. 25. Acting as a bookend,
Golden mean: rooted in the Fibonacci series, in music the Golden Mean occurs
at 0.618 of the movement or work.
58
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Theo.m2 returns once again in m. 29 an octave lower than its initial appearance in m. 2.
The key area throughout the movement centers around C+ADD4 and C+ADDs4. The
exception to this is the cluster sonority in m. 33 (G-A-Bf) that behaves as a dominant to
tonic cadential movement, setting up the final C+ tonic chord (mm. 35-36). While the
choral parts have fairly regular rhythms, the orchestral writing has dotted rhythms and
disjunct interval leaps that are reminiscent of the indeterminate nature of a windchime or
a plucked mbira (thumb piano). The piano reduction has the instruction, “delicate and
ephemeral” (see Example 22).
Example 22. Ephemeral, indeterminate accompaniment, mvt. 10, mm. 1-4, piano
reduction

There are two instances of speech-patterned text setting in movement 10, firstly in
mm. 7-8 on the text “has great importance,” where Theofanidis gives the directive: but
stay with natural text stress. 59 Presumably, the rhythmic writing at this moment could be
poorly stressed, with weight given to “has” instead of a motion from “great” to the big
stress on “-por-” and then a sudden release on “-tance” of “importance,” see Example 23.
The final example of spoken text setting occurs at the pseudo-cadential moment
on the words “Don’t move, a sublime generosity is coming toward you” (mm. 33-35), see
Example 24. The stress on the second half of “sublime” is underscored by a small
crescendo while the brief silence draws attention to the “sublime generosity” that is
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Theofanidis, The Here and Now, 63.
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approaching you, a veiled reference to Shams. The rhythm on “toward” is the same as
that which appeared on the word “escape” in movement 1, m. 12.
Example 23. Directive in score, mvt. 10, mm. 7-8

Example 24. Speech-patterned text setting, “a sublime generosity,” mvt. 10, mm. 33-35

Movement 12: The urgency of love
The challenging aspect of this movement is not the choral portions, but the unison
octave soprano/tenor solo line, which is rhythmically challenging. While the movement is
based on C Mixolydian, Theofanidis frequently uses a flat third to add color to this
movement, almost blending the F Mixolydian with the C Mixolydian. The opening rising
figure in the choral parts is a linear presentation of the tonic C+ADD4 chord, heard in the
soprano and tenor parts as they sing C-E-F-G (Theo.M2 without 2). The ascending line
and C/F tonalities are more examples of the ongoing melodic mirroring and tonic duality
used throughout the work.
The chorus changes from accompanying the soprano/tenor duet on the neutral [a]
vowel to participating in the story at m. 48 with the text “Don’t laugh at this.” A
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rhythmically shifting, changing meter passage, these nine measures present an extended
homorhythmic text declamation section that can be problematic and intimidating for
choirs. The first section (m. 48) contains Theo.m2 in the soprano and tenor voices. The
second portion (mm. 53-54) contains four ascending sequences that span an octave in the
soprano line (G4 up to G5), see Example 25. The rhythmic setting has a decided patter
feel to it, rushing headlong through the text and the octave. This brief rhythmic segment
is unique to The Here and Now.
Example 25. Ascending sequence, rhythmic patter speech, mvt. 12, mm. 53-56

This movement ends with thirteen repetitions of the text “Everything has to do
with loving and not loving” in mm. 66-91, one of the mantra-like lines that inspired
Theofanidis. The first ten repetitions use the C+ADDs4 chord that first appears in
movement 2, m. 23, before resolving to the C+ADD4 tonic chord first presented in
movement 1. The presence of the linear tonic chord in m. 3 is balanced by the vertical
presentation in the final six measures of the movement. The preference for a larger
voicing in the lower voices (a perfect 5th interval) and closer voicing in the upper voices
(a major 2nd interval between the soprano I and soprano II) seen earlier in the work (see
Example 7) continues in this movement, as does the murmured nature of the mantra text.
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Movement 13: The music of our final meeting
Table 3.8. Movement 13 summary
Time
Sig.

Meas.

Text

Tonal Area

4/4

1-8

Da da da

G Mix.→Ef Lyd.→F+→G Mix.

6/8

9-16

“You are the sky my spirit circles
in”

G+

4/4

17-20

Da da da

G Mixolydian

4/4

21-29

“In your light I learn how to love” G Mixolydian

5/8
4/4

30-37
38-41

“All I can say remembering you is gAyyy Ahhh
g- with s7
Ayyy Ahhh

4/4

42-49

Da da da

G Mix.→Ef Lyd.→F+→G Mix.

5/4

50-56

B solo: “Did you hear that?”

G+ with C+ color chord

shifting 57-66

"Unfold your own myth”

G+ADD4; a cappella

6/8

67-73

“You are the sky my spirit circles
in”

g- with s7

5/8
6/8

74-82
83-89

“All I can say remembering you is gAyyy Ahhh
Ayyy Ahhh

4/4

90-93

“I am part of the beauty”

4/4

94-103 “Ahhh"

polychord C+, D+
G Mix.→Ef Lyd.→F+→G Mix.

The pillars of the movement are the three sections that employ the harmonic
progression G Mixolydian→Ef Lydian→F+→G Mixolydian. The final sonority is an
open 5th on G, a “chord of omission [that] has been out of style for centuries . . . [and is]
typically used to create an impression of the Orient or of the distant past.” 60 Undoubtedly,
the composer is channeling the Eastern soundscape to bring a sense of authenticity to the

60

Kostka, 54.
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Persian poet’s words. An Eastern sound palette can also be found in movement 12 with
the whirling, slightly mesmeric dance rhythm in the orchestra and the sinuous melody in
the choir, which, when combined, conjure a night of celebratory singing and camaraderie.
The final, prolonged exclamation “Ah!” (mm. 94-end) has a melismatic melody and a
firm modality, which balances the previously shouted “Ah!” vertical color chords in
movements 2 and 3.
Adhering to the precedent established earlier in the work, the structure of
movement 13 is based on a fusion of text and melody. For this movement, the element of
time is added so that with each recurrence of text and melodic material, the
corresponding time signature returns. This symbiosis reflects the importance of storyline
in Theofanidis’s compositions, as shown by this exchange in a 2010 interview:
Int.: “You’ve mentioned at a few points the importance of storyline in your work.
Would you speak a little more about how that folds into your process?”
CT: “I think it comes actually from a general humanistic way of thinking: the
transformation of emotions; how you care about something. If it’s a melody or
person or whatever it happens to be, it happens over time in a way that makes
you care about them more, or hopefully deepens your understanding of them.
And that’s where the storytelling thing comes into play for me. It’s something to
hang the flow of time on that makes sense. It creates meaning and depth for
me.”61
The idea of having a melody “happen over time in a way that makes you care about it
more” resonates with the recurrence of the phrase “I can’t stop pointing to beauty.” When
it first appears in movement 2, the choir exclaims the text on two separate occasions. Its
final appearance occurs when the choir exclaims “I am part of the beauty!” (mvt. 13, mm.
90-93) four times at a fortissimo dynamic level and a high tessitura, the bichord spelling
C4-E4-G4-D5-Fs5-A5, making this the most emphatic mantra-like line in the work and
the crux of the libretto’s meaning. While the two movements utilize different melodic
shapes, the rhythmic setting is very similar as is the basic concept of beauty, showing the
61

Sheridan.
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arc of the libretto where the choir moves from wanting to find beauty to being a part of it.
This idea of change over time also relates to the five-note descending melodic motif that
initially begins on F5 in movement 2 and then ends up centering around G5 in the final
movements, as though the search for beauty has moved the choir to a higher harmonic
and spiritual level. The statement also coincides with polychordal writing, the use of “two
or more aurally distinguishable sonorities,”62 where the SSA voices sing a D+ chord (D5Fs5-A5) while the TTB voices sing a C+ chord (C4-E4-G4) in a different register.
The only example of rhythmic stratification—the separation in musical space of
ideas63—occurs at m.67, where, in a 6/8 time signature, the sopranos move in measured
quarter notes, three to a bar, the altos move in dotted eighths, four to a bar, and the tenors
and basses move in dotted quarters, two to a bar, over which the flutes are moving in
eighth notes, six to a bar, see Example 26.
The final occurrence of spoken rhythmic patterns (mm. 57-66) coincides with one
of the few a cappella passages in The Here and Now. The text “Unfold your own myth,
without complicated explanation, so everyone will understand the passage” follows upon
the baritone solo interjection, “Did you hear that? Its the man who was searching for
treasure. He wants me to finish his story” (mm. 50-56), a magnificent ascending melody
that ends on a held G4 in mm. 55-56. When the baritone releases his fermata, the choir
enters with an openly spaced G+ADD4 chord speaking the text in unison with spoken
emphasis. The extended rests coupled with an open, choral texture is the mirror of the
very first movement, effectively bookending the work with a choral sound palette, see
Example 27.
Theofanidis revealed the inspiration for such contrasting sonic palettes:
I thought a great deal about [Carl Orff’s] Carmina Burana before writing this
piece. The idea of many shorter movements seemed particularly appealing. One
62

Kostka, 105.

Edward T. Cone, “Stravinsky: The Progress of a Method,” Perspectives of New
Music 1, no. 1 (Autumn 1962): 19.
63
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of the things that I miss in Carmina, though, is that there are no completely a
cappella choral movements—something which is really useful sonically in the
orchestral/choral context. So I vowed to have a couple of moments of that kind of
writing—hearing the chorus in its full splendor—like the opening, or ‘unfold
your own truth, without complicated explanation,’ etc., saving the most open, G
major chord for ‘we have opened you.’ 64
Saving the most tonal, open chord for the words “we have opened you” and pairing them
with an a cappella sonority so they are clearly heard by the audience is a signal that the
libretto has reached the end of its story. The language the choir speaks, referring to
themselves as “we” and the audience as “you,” stating that the audience is now
emotionally open, includes the audience in the quest to find beauty and the longing for
the beloved. With their final words of movement 13, the choir, and by extension the
audience, declaim that they are now part of the beauty surrounding them in the world.
Example 26. Rhythmic stratification, mvt. 13, mm. 67-70, SATB, flute, contrabass

64

Theofanidis, email correspondence, May 3, 2018.
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Example 27. Spoken rhythmic text setting with a cappella choir, mvt. 13, mm. 55-66

Copyright © Regan Arlene MacNay 2018
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CHAPTER 4: REHEARSAL STRATEGIES
This chapter addresses various ways to approach challenging rhythmic, melodic,
and harmonic aspects of The Here and Now to ensure success during the rehearsal. This
strategic method allows for productive rehearsal segments on a movement without having
a troublesome measure derail the plan and hamper rehearsal flow. What follows are nine
exercises targeted at specific musical elements that can be used in combination with
familiar warmups to prepare a choir. Following that is a three-day rehearsal plan to teach
movement 7 and a brief discussion on how to approach the first rehearsals.

Warmups
Any difficulty found in the score can be turned into a warmup exercise and used
to prepare the choir in a non-threatening setting for what they will face in rehearsal. Any
warmup category can be used to target specific challenges in a piece of music. In each
warmup segment, however, it is advisable to utilize familiar exercises along with s new
ones, ensuring success while building skills and focusing a singer’s brain on the
upcoming rehearsal. The following warmup ideas are based on either rhythmic, melodic,
or harmonic challenges found in The Here and Now. These are provided to help a
conductor in the initial preparation stages; eventually he or she can begin inventing
examples specifically for their singers.
For the purposes of this paper, only three types of warmups will be addressed:
• rhythmic attention-getter
• easy onset phonation (mid-range)
• intonation
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Rhythmic Challenges
At the beginning of every warmup, it is advisable to use an attention-getter, which
serves the dual purpose of delineating the start of rehearsal and encouraging the singers to
focus on a task not based on phonation. These attention-getter exercises address changing
meter and rhythmic text setting found in The Here and Now.

A) Changing meter call response:
: 1 2 T, 1 2 ⎢ 1 2 T, 1 2 ⎢ [choir echoes]
: 1 2 T, 1 2 ⎢ 1 + 2 + ⎢ [choir echoes]
• one can prepare this in a number of ways, either by writing the time signature
patterns on the board or writing out the pulses; I choose 1 2 T, 1 2 or 1 2, 1 2 T
instead of 1 2 T 4 5 because it shows the eighth-note groupings, which is important
in 5/8
• start with only two measures of 5/8, using call-response to engage
• CONDUCTOR: 1 2 T, 1 2 ⎢ 1 2 T, 1 2 ⎢
• CHOIR RESPONDS: 1 2 T, 1 2 ⎢ 1 2 T, 1 2 ⎢
• add the alternating 5/8, 2/4 measures
• CONDUCTOR: 1 2 T, 1 2 ⎢ 1 + 2 + ⎢
• CHOIR RESPONDS: 1 2 T, 1 2 ⎢ 1 + 2 + ⎢
• have them do the two lines in succession, then take out beats, for example 2, and
continue the pattern, increasing in difficulty so that they internalize the changing
meter pulse
•

CONDUCTOR: 1

_ T, 1 2 ⎢ 1 _ T, 1 2 ⎢ 1 _ T, 1 2 ⎢ 1 + _ + ⎢

• CHOIR RESPONDS: 1 _ T, 1 2 ⎢ 1 _ T, 1 2 ⎢ 1 _ T, 1 2 ⎢ 1 + _ + ⎢
• this rhythm—three measures of 5/8 followed by one of 2/4—is found in mvt
7, mm. 45-84
B) Rhythmic changes within a

measure:

• set a steady pulse with right hand conducting pattern
• left hand shows beat divisions with fingers
• 1 = quarters (4 per bar)
• 2 = eighths (8 per bar)
• 3 = triplets (12 per bar)
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•
•

•
•
•

• 4 = sixteenths (20 per bar)
have them “s” (hiss) the beat divisions
start easy, four quarter notes, then gradually introduce more beat divisions:
• 1, 1, 1, 1 ⎢ 2, 2, 2, 2 ⎢1, 1, 2, 2 ⎢ 4, 4, 4, 4 ⎢
• s, s, s, s ⎢ s/s, s/s, s/s, s/s ⎢ s, s, s/s, s/s ⎢ s/s/s/s, s/s/s/s, etc.
do not change a division until they are all pulsing in unison
warn them before moving to triplets and allow enough measures to pass until they
are all pulsing in unison
over a period of days, increase the difficulty until you are mixing triplets and
sixteenths within a measure

C) Stratified rhythm variation:
• divide the choir into two groups
• one group follows the conductor’s left hand, the other the right hand (for beat
division) but maintains the same pulse
• start everyone on 1, 1, 1, 1 (s, s, s, s)
• then begin changing each group’s beat division independently
• RH: 2, 2, 2, 2 ⎢ 3, 3, 3, 3 ⎢ etc.
• LH: 1, 1, 1, 1 ⎢ 2, 2, 2, 2 ⎢ etc.
• for an extra challenge, incorporate five sixteenth-notes in addition to four
• this prepares them for independent rhythmic lines found in the 5/8 section in
movement 7 and the stratified rhythms in movement 13
D) Mix and Match:
• choose four measures from various movements that present changing rhythms, but
make sure they all have the same time signature
• write the four measures on the board with proper rhythmic notation, see Example
28
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Example 28. Mix and Match rhythmic attention getter exercise

• choose count-singing for the first day and then move on to pulsing “s” as they
become more comfortable and the rhythms more complex
• start at 1) and work your way through the four rhythms
• vary the order in which they perform the lines by pointing to the line they should
read next
• have them enter in canonic fashion, S, A, T, B
• when you’ve reached phonation exercises, you can incorporate these rhythms into
an exercise so they are moving through pitches and beat divisions

E) Four-against-three, see Example 29:
• pat and speak the main beats (line 1)
• tutti: speak all divisions while patting leg (lines 1 and 2)
• divide into 2 groups
• A: pat and speak main beats (line 1)
• B: pat main beats, speak divisions (line 2)
• switch
• B: accent four pulses (line 3)
• tutti: pat main beats, speak only line 3
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Example 29. Four-against-three rhythmic attention getter warmup exercise

Line 1

Line 2

Line 3
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Melodic and Harmonic Challenges
The main scales/modes used in The Here and Now are:
•
•
•
•
•

ascending melodic minor (used both ascending and descending)
Lydian
Mixolydian
Phrygian
Lydian-Mixolydian

E) Easy onset phonation:
• 5-note descending hum, So-Fa-Mi-Re-Do [5-4-3-2-1], moving up by semitone
• slowly introduce variations:
• minor, So-Fa-Me-Re-Do
• Lydian, So-Fi-Mi-Re-Do
• Phrygian, So-Fa-Me-Ra-Do
F) Cluster chords, easy onset phonation:
• the last two repetitions of the 5-note descending hum
• as they descend, have one section hold a note (any order is fine)
• sopranos: So
• tenors: Mi
• altos: Re
• basses: Do
• on this chord, open to the Latin vowels [i, ɛ, ɑ, ɔ, u]
• as you increase the difficulty level with minor, Lydian, and Phrygian, have them
hold those notes
• final variation, five-part split:
• S1: So
• S2: Fa
• T: Mi
• A: Re
• B: Do
• this cluster chord is found on the word “color,” movement 1, m. 16
• for added difficulty, have them move up and down by semitone while maintaining
this cluster chord
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G) Pulsing on The Here and Now tonic:
• build the tonic C+ADD4, Do-Mi-Fa-So, bass up to soprano
• on a neutral syllable [du] or [dɔ], have them pulse as you alter your articulation
• legato
• marcato
• staccato
• variation: build the C+ADDs4 chord, Do-Mi-Fi-So
Intonation Exercises
The category occurs at the end of the warmup portion and is designed to have the
choir completely focused on what they as an individual are singing and what they are
hearing around them and across the choir. Varying levels of difficulty exist, ranging from
familiar scales to unfamiliar modes, and simple 2-pt canonic entries to densely layered 8part entries. Increase difficulty levels slowly, ensuring they are familiar and comfortable
with each step before they tackle the next difficulty. For example, start with the major
scale on day one and move through unison, 2-pt, and 3-pt canonic entries at the half note.
On day two, introduce the natural minor scale but keep the unison, 2-pt, 3-pt canonic
entry progression. Day three, keep the natural minor scale but introduce 4-pt canon at the
half note and then try 4-pt canon at the quarter note. Day four, introduce the Lydian
mode, perhaps already using it in the easy onset portion of warmups; keep the same
canonic entries already established. When first introducing 8-pt canonic entries at the half
note and then quarter note, allow them to begin with the major or minor scale. Eventually,
when they are very familiar with this exercise, they will be able to do any of the modes in
8-pt canonic entries at the quarter note.

H) Scalar/Modal intonation exercise:
• start with the major (Do-Do) or natural minor (La-La) scale
• sing full scale, ascending and descending, in unison octaves
• first difficulty level: solfege with symbols clearly visible in a chart or on the
board
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• second difficulty level: neutral syllable
increase
scale difficulty (choose just one per day to ensure success):
•
• Lydian mode
• Mixolydian mode
• Phrygian mode
• Lydian-Mixolydian mode
I) Cluster chord intonation exercise:
• use the same scales/modes from above
• instead of regular canonic entries at the half or quarter note, begin voice parts at
dissonant intervals
• for example, basses start on Do, altos begin on Do when basses reach Re,
tenors begin when basses reach Fa, and sopranos begin when basses reach La
• once all four voice parts have entered, have them stop and hold various “chords”
until they all are back on Do
• this becomes more challenging as the modes are introduced
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Three-day Rehearsal Arc for Movement 7
Day 1: mm. 1-44
Sample warmup exercises:
• rhythmic attention getter:
• write the following time signatures on the board:
• tutti: count the divisions (1 + 2 + ⎢ 1 2 T 4 5 6) maintaining a steady eighth-note
pulse
• alter order of time signatures, change tempo, add more bars to the row
• easy onset:
• 5-note descending hum
mid-range:
•
• cluster chord, 4-note and 5-note, with vowels
• diction: [any voiced consonant]
♩ ♩ ♩ ♩｜ ♩
S - M F - R ⎢ D65
[vi- a, vi- a ⎢ vi]
• range: [triplets]
D-M-S-D-S-M-D
thi - - a - - - • triad movement intonation:
• broken eighth note alternating scale, ascending and descending
• D-M-R-F-M-S…..T-R-D; D-L-T-S
• 3-pt canon at the half note
• change rhythm to 6/8, quarter-eighth-quarter-eighth
Rehearsal Plan:
I. Tutti choir, count sing mm. 1-14, S1/T1 on S1; S2/T2 on S2; A/B on A
II. Repeat
III. Tutti choir, on own parts, slowly count sing mm. 30
IV. Repeat
V. Speak words in rhythm (mm. 15-26) with pulses,
A. paying attention to the [w] of “wilder than we”;
B. insist on shadow vowel on the “n” of “wine”
C. emphasize “v” of “ever”
65

For these melodic exercises, D = Do; R = re; M = mi, etc.
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VI. On words, slowly, mm. 1-30
VII. Difficulty: transition from mm. 30-31
A. Sing “ever” m. 30
B. Pianist plays Cs
C. build up chord from Cs
D. Sing “ever” m. 30
E. Pianist plays Cs, choir sings chord
F. Then remove piano and have choir move seamlessly from “ever” to “the,” back
and forth
G. Then in tempo and with dynamics, sing “ever” and continue
VIII. This woodblock section is all about crisp diction, short consonants, and silences
IX. Approach the transition from “toast” to “Go home” (m. 42) in a similar manner to m.
30
X. Repeat mm. 30-44
XI. Stand and sing from mm. 1-44
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Day 2: 5/8 ostinato section, mm. 45-85
Suggested warmup: rhythmic attention getter exercise “A) Changing meter call
response.”
Notes on this section:
• draw rectangles around 2/4 bars, these are the 10 divisions where the ostinato begins
again
• the 2/4 bars are excellent places to begin, especially when working a section that adds a
line, instead of having to begin back at m. 44
• mark in score the repeated notes in each ostinato line, see Example 32
• there are six different ostinato lines, see Examples 30-35
Six Ostinati:
Example 30. Ostinato #1, movement 7, alto

Example 31. Ostinato #2, movement 7, soprano II

Example 32. Ostinato #3, movement 7, tenor I

Example 33. Ostinato #4, movement 7, soprano I
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Example 34. Ostinato #5, movement 7, tenor II

Example 35. Ostinato #6, movement 7, bass

Rehearsal Plan:
I. Tutti, count sing ostinato #1 (mm. 44.4-52.1)
II. Tutti, count sing ostinato #2
III. In 2-part split, sing ostinati #1 and #2 starting at mm. 44.1, four repetitions
A. Add text, sing twice
IV. Tutti, count sing ostinato #3
A. Add text
B. Add ostinato #1 and #2, beginning m. 44
V. Soprano I, read with text ostinato #4, mm. 60.2-85; ostinato #4 is transposed up a
major 2nd in m. 68 and then varied in m. 76
VI. Transition
A. Have soprano II mark a quarter rest as the third division of the triplet in m. 44
B. In tempo, begin at “Go home” mm. 42-48
VII.Tutti sing mm. 42-85
A. May have to isolate and review ostinai #5 and #6
B. Difficulty: isolate alto/tenor duet, mm. 68-76
1. notes and leaps, especially “under and deeper, under” mm. 70-72
2. Add basses; ATB sing mm. 68-76
3. Tutti m. 64.2 (ostinato division) to get into the alto/tenor duet
VIII. Stand, tutti sing mm. 45-85
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Day 3: m. 85-end
Suggested warmup: “E) Four-against-three rhythmic attention getter warmup exercise,”
see Example 28. Or use Example 35, which specifically targets movement 7, mm.
123-24.
I.

Difficulty: Four-against-three

How to read Example 36:
circles = 3 beats
squares = 4 beats (within three)
notated rhythm = how and where the four beats occur
Teaching Method:
1) speak rhythm 1 e + a, 2 e + a, T e + a, clapping 3 main beats
2) emphasize the 4 beats (1, a, +, e) [squares] while speaking all subdivisions and
clapping 3 main beats
3) speak text: pass the melted butter while clapping 3 beats
4) divide group
1) men: speak squares—Pass, the, ted, tter
2) women: speak circles—Pass, mel, bu
3) the resulting composite rhythm is 4:3
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Example 36. Four-against-three exercise targeting movement 7, mm. 123-24

Putting it into practice:
A. Speaking the text in rhythm, expand upon Example 35 to include the words “the
touch of pass the melted butter,” with emphasis on the underlined syllables to get
the feel of the transition into 4 : 3; pat leg or clap on main 3 beats as in warmup
exercise
B. Replace “pass the melted butter” with “spirit on the body” (mm. 123-24); pat leg
on main beats
C. Sing mm. 122-124 with text
D. Repeat
II. Work transition into m. 126, moving from the chord in m. 123 to that in m. 126
III. Sing mm. 118 to the end
IV. Read through “Love flows down” (mm. 112.3-117)
V. Starting at m. 107 “you must dive deeper,” sing to the end
VI. Stand and sing through the entire movement
A. Do not stop or fix, make note of any problem areas and review them in the next
rehearsal
After these three rehearsal segments, about 40 minutes total, The notes, rhythms,
and text are now learned for movement 7. Brief review sessions will be required—
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especially on the ostinato lines—and many repetitions to get the various transitions
feeling confident. The next goal is to make sure the sopranos and altos can find their
entrance notes from the final chord of movement 6, then sing through both movements in
succession.

Approaching the First Rehearsals
Due to the length of this work (35 minutes), it is advisable to pair it with a more
traditional work with similar orchestration. For the rehearsal arc, generally 12-14
rehearsals for a college choir, use the majority of the first rehearsal to learn a large
portion of the familiar work. As part of the warmup, use exercise “E) Cluster chords, easy
onset phonation” to introduce the cluster chord on the word “color” (movement 1, m. 16).
In the middle of the first rehearsal, take 10 minutes to listen to movement 1 and then read
through it, finishing at the word “gratitude” (movement 2, m. 23). Stop and build the
chord on “gratitude” and the transition from the unison octave C. Address the feeling of
urgency in the section with the text “Do it now” (mm. 17-20) and ensure that the rhythm
is correct and the brief silences in m. 17 are observed. After singing through the
movement again, consider returning to the familiar work for closure.
In the second rehearsal, introduce a rhythmic exercise like “C) Mix and Match”
that incorporates mixed rhythms found in movement 2, especially the one that begins
section A. Begin the rehearsal proper by listening to movements 1 and 2, and then
learning mm. 25-45 of movement 2. The first exposure to “I can’t stop pointing to
beauty” (m. 43-45) may illicit giggles, however, once the background is given about the
poet, text, and that phrase specifically, the singers will begin to understand the gravity.
Read through movement 4, mm. 1-34, referencing the cluster chord warmup in
preparation for “Remember the lips” (m. 23). At the end of this rehearsal segment, listen
to movement 4 in its entirety, before moving onto the familiar work.
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By this point, the choir will have been exposed to enough new sounds and
elements that the piece will not feel as strange as it did the first day. Moving forward,
rehearsals can include more time to The Here and Now as necessity demands. Continue to
listen to movements throughout the learning process, the best resource being the Atlanta
Symphony Orchestra/Robert Spano recording, produced as part of Spano’s policy to not
only commission new works, but to professionally record and market them. To build
stamina, work towards singing several movements together at the end of rehearsal.
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CONCLUSION
The Here and Now is a superb example of the new tonal American aesthestic
espoused by Robert Spano and his Atlanta School, with its sensitive text setting, vibrant
sonorities, and vigorous rhythms. In essence, it is a journey through a twenty-firstcentury Atlanta School composer’s inner musical landscape. In accordance with the
Atlanta School sound, Theofanidis pulls elements from Eastern exoticism, employing
rhythms, modes, and dance-like melodies to conjure Rumi’s imagined surroundings. The
work is tonally grounded—another requirement of the Atlanta School—hovering around
the tonal centers of C+, F+, G+, and d-, but they are modernized by the inclusion of
added color notes. Throughout the work, the two five-note descending motifs Theo.m2
and Theo.M2 appear baldly—F5, E5, D5, C5, Bb4 (mvt. 2, m. 25)—and more
enigmatically as vertical statements of the tonic chords, C+ADD4 and C+ADDs4, or cluster
chords. These five notes underpin the entire work and create a strong sense of tonic for
the listener. Even when they are camouflaged as G Mixolydian in the final moments of
the work, three repetitions of the unison octave choral line—D5-C5-B4-A4-G4—
reinforce, in a transposed version, the tonic C+ADD4 chord heard throughout The Here and
Now.
The pervasive mirrored inversion of melodic lines creates balance on a local and
structural level. The propensity for similar voicings—tertian intervals in the lower voices
with secundal harmonies overtop—means that the ear finds similarity and comfort even
in the most dissonant, interwoven bichords. The constant meter shifts and the sculpted
rhythmic text setting allow Coleman Barks’s translations to retain their emotional depth.
When these speech patterns are paired with a cappella sonorities and homorhythmic text
declamation, the choir becomes a single organism emphasizing the underlying message,
where, for example, “unfold your own myth without complicated explanation” truly
means “live your best life.”
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Moments of silence occur throughout the work for a variety reasons. Firstly, to
create sonic contrast, as evidenced in movement 13, mm. 57-66, or the three measures of
silence punctuated by woodblock in movement 7 (mm. 33, 36, 39). Secondly, to prepare
important moments, as heard before the first dissonant chord on the word
“gratitude” (mvt. 2, m.23). Thirdly, as an act of unification, as found in the initial eighthnote rest that begins the melodic phrase (mvt. 1 and mvt. 7). Finally, to add pathos and
depth to a poetic phrase, as occurs with “a passion, a longing pain,” (mvt. 4, mm. 12-16).
After Theofanidis first discovered Rumi, the inspiration for the work arose out of
the mantra-like lines that formed a backdrop while he was composing. Used for emphasis
with loud dynamic markings and high tessituras—“Make a noise, beat the drum” (mvt. 2)
or “I am part of the beauty” (mvt. 13)—or quiet introspection, as demonstrated by the
prolonged murmurs of “Everything has to do with loving and not loving” (mvt. 12) or
“Halfheartedness doesn’t reach into majesty” (mvt. 2), these repeated phrases draw
attention not only to the musical setting but also to the importance of the highlighted text.
Every mantra has some bearing on the underlying tenets of Rumi’s teachings as traced in
the libretto: joy, love, gratitude, and the search for the eternal home.
The fragmented libretto, carefully pieced together like a quilt, conveys a story
about the universal longing for a loved one and the search for heaven—the Divine
presence. At the root of the libretto is Rumi’s poetry, which “fascinates us today [because
of] his nourishing connections between faith and romance, sometimes faith and
eroticism.”66 The duality between faith and eroticism coincides with the climax of the
work and the singular mention of Shams, the most influential person in Rumi’s life and
the driving force behind these poems. In the context of the libretto, the climactic text
“When Shams is here, I rain” can be interpreted as Rumi’s earthly completion when in

Porter Anderson, “Review: The ASO Sets Rumi Whirling,” CNN (March 31,
2008), accessed January 10, 2018, www.theofanidismusic.com/press/review/cnn.
66
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the company of his beloved. In the context of the poem from which this fragment is
drawn, however, the reference to Shams take on a new light:
This mirror inside me shows . . .
I can’t say what, but I can’t not know!
I run from body. I run from spirit.
I do not belong anywhere.
This gourd head on top of a dervish robe,
do I look like someone you know?
This dipper gourd full of liquid,
upsidedown and not spilling a drop!
Or if it spills, it drops into God
and rounds into pearls.
When Shams is here,
I rain.
After a day or two, lilies sprout
the shape of my tongue.67
Rumi says that he runs from his body and spirit, but he states in an earlier poem that he
moves towards Shams as though the beloved is a magnetic force (“Start walking toward
Shams,” mvt. 9, mm. 49-51). Rumi goes on to say his head (dipper gourd) on top of his
dervish robe spills liquid into God, and that when he is beside Shams, his beloved, he
rains. This blurs the boundaries between God and Shams—between faith and eroticism—
inferring that Shams is not only a magnetic pull for Rumi but his deity. Being with Shams
and the resulting rain—whether poetic, spiritual, or erotic—is an act of reproduction and
growth that leaves lilies in the shape of Rumi’s tongue, a clear reference to his poetry.
Shams as the source of Rumi’s poetry is most blatantly stated near the end of
movement 13 with the text
In your light I learn how to love.
In your beauty, how to make poems.
You dance inside my chest,
where no one sees you,
but sometimes I do,
67

Barks, Essential Rumi, 42-43.
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and that sight becomes this art.68
Love, beauty, and longing, the key concepts of Rumi’s teachings and the basis of the
libretto, are condensed into this short stanza along with the broader ideas of Rumi as a
Sufi dervish and the transcendental nature of divine love as the source of art. The very
final words in The Here and Now are four exclamations of “I am part of the beauty” (mvt.
13, mm. 90-94), the culmination of the journey from pointing to beauty to being part of it.
The freshness and vibrancy of Theofanidis’s writing, the colorful tonality, and the
extreme sensitivity to text setting and poetic meaning make this work an exciting and
fulfilling enterprise for choir and conductor alike.

Copyright © Regan Arlene MacNay 2018
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Barks, Essential Rumi, 122.
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University of Kentucky
Women’s Choir
Dr. Lori R. Hetzel, conductor
Regan MacNay, assistant conductor
Brock Terry, accompanist
O Deus, from Ordo Virtutum (c.1151)

Hildegard of Bingen
(1098-1179)

O God, who are you, who within yourself
this great consultation held which destroyed
the infernal poison among publicans and sinners
who shine in celestial goodness.
Whence, O King, praise be to you.

Gloria in excelsis Deo
from Gloria Kajoniensis (2008)

Levente Gyöngyösi
(b. 1975)

Michelle Shieh Barbosa, Ingang Han, violin
Emily Durocher, Matthew Tremmel, percussion
Glory to God in the highest heaven and on earth peace among those whom he favors, Holy peace
to believers and those who confess their sins to You.
We praise You, Lord, we say Your blessings, and we adore You.
King and eternal Father and only Son, Father’s descendant.
Oh my God, Lamb of God who takes away sins of the world, please, have mercy on me.

Even When He Is Silent (2011)

Kim André Arnesen
(b. 1980)
James Baas

My November Guest (2014)
Jarram John, cello
Worthy to be Praised (2014)

(b. 1964)

Byron J. Smith
(b. 1960)
Audrey Belle Adams, soloist
November 3, 2016
Singletary Recital Hall
7:30 pm
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University of Kentucky
Women’s Choir
Dr. Lori R. Hetzel, conductor
Regan MacNay, assistant conductor
Brock Terry, accompanist
Ave Regina Caelorum
Jarram John, cello

Chiara Cozzolani (1602-1677)
ed. Kristina Caswell MacMullen

Hail, Queen of Heaven.
Hail, Lady of Angels
Hail, root, hail, gate
From whom unto the world, a light has arisen:
Rejoice, glorious Virgin,
Lovely beyond all others,
Farewell, most beautiful,
And pray for us to Christ.

Er ist gekommen

Clara Wieck Schumann (1819-1896)

Suffer No Grief, from Behind the Caravan: Songs of Hâfez,
Greta Rosenstock, soloist
Professor Margie Karp, viola
Emily Durocher, percussion
There Will Come Soft Rains

Sara Teasdale, poetry
Christine Sallas, oboe

The Little Road

Abbie Betinis (b.1980)

Kevin Memley (b. 1971)

Moira Smiley

Elijah Rock!

arr. Stacey V. Gibbs

Tuesday, March 28, 2017
7:30pm
Singletary Recital Hall
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Bach B Minor Mass Program Notes
University of Kentucky Chorale
Spring 2017
Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750) composed the Mass in B minor BWV232
over the course of his life. Divided into four main sections—I) Kyrie and Gloria; II)
Credo; III) Sanctus; IV) Osanna, Benedictus, Agnus Dei, Osanna—no previous Roman
Catholic Mass reached the size and scope of Bach’s and it was not until Beethoven’s
Missa solemnis (1827) that a work rivalled Bach’s Mass in B minor. Dubbed “the greatest
musical artwork of all times and all people” by Swiss publisher Hans Georg Nägeli in
1818, the Mass spans the history of compositional styles from stile antico practices of
cantus firmus and Renaissance motet, through complex Baroque fugues, to stile moderno
instrumental ritornelli. The “Confiteor” contains a melody drawn from a Gregorian chant.
Placed in the tenor voice, the long phrases stand out from the texture and echo the
Renaissance practice of using a cantus firmus as the basis of a composition. Contrasting
stile moderno movements are distinguished by the use of instrumental passages
(ritornelli) in “Et resurrexit” and “Et expecto.” High Baroque contrapuntal practices
feature in many of the movements, including both “Kyries,” “Et in terra pax,” “Patrem
omnipotentem,” and the “Gratias/Dona” pairing. The “Sanctus” movement has the most
unusual scoring that recalls the Venetian polychoral style of the Renaissance era, reducing
and expanding the texture through five opposing choirs: an oboe choir, a string choir, a
brass choir, and two constantly changing three-voice choirs. The most drastic
juxtaposition of scoring occurs in the transition from the “Osanna,” which comprises the
largest scoring of double choir and full orchestra, to the “Benedictus,” the smallest
scoring of tenor, flauto traverso, and basso continuo.
The Mass in B minor was not performed during Bach’s life. One of his sons, Carl
Philipp Emanuel (C.P.E.) Bach presented the Symbolum Nicenum for a benefit concert in
1786, but the first reported full performance did not take place until 1859. That so much
of Bach’s music survives is due entirely to C.P.E. Bach, who recognized his father’s
genius and committed his life to preserving and championing the works he inherited upon
Bach’s death. The other half of Bach’s work went to another son, Wilhelm Friedemann,
who was forced to sell his inheritance, including the now-lost St. Mark Passion. The
question remains unanswered of why Bach, a devout Lutheran, felt compelled to
complete his “Great Catholic Mass,” as the Bach family termed it, knowing it would
never be performed in a church service, which at the time was the only platform for
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sacred music. Perhaps it was simply a chance for him to consolidate all he had learned of
composition and music over his life, a compendium of styles. He could have wanted to
leave a work that would reach outside the confines of Lutheran Germany toward the
Catholic Mass tradition that began with Josquin and Palestrina. The most romantic notion
is that he wrote it for himself as an act of posterity, free of the dictates of job or employer
in a genre in which he had never had the chance to compose. For whatever reason, Bach’s
Mass in B minor remains to this day one of the most enduring works of Western art, a
testament to his imagination, compositional skills, and far-reaching musical vision.
—Regan MacNay
DMA Choral Conducting
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University of Kentucky Chorale
Dr. Jefferson Johnson, conductor
Regan MacNay, assistant conductor
Michael Rintamaa, accompanist
Missa Brevis in D Major, K. 194
(1756-1791)
Kyrie

W. A. Mozart

Gloria
Emma Scott, soprano; Jessica Bailey, alto;
Ben Boutell, tenor; Michael Pandolfo, baritone

Credo
Emma Scott, soprano; Jessica Bailey, alto;
Hayden Bright, tenor; Parker Van Houten, bass

Sanctus
Benedictus
Emily Evans, soprano; Joseph Kingsbury, countertenor;
Matthew Zolla, tenor; Clement Baloyi, bass

Agnus Dei
Audrey Belle Adams, soprano; Greta Rosenstock, alto;
Hayden Bright, tenor; Michael Pandolfo, baritone

I Am the Rose of Sharon ........................... .....................................William Billings (1746-1800)

Alleluia .................................................................. .....................................Jake Runestad (1986)
Indodana ............................................................................................ Trad. South African
Audrey Belle Adams & Greta Rosenstock, soloists
Katherine Wright, djembe

Instrumentalists
Brice Farrar, violin 1
Anna Hess, violin 2

Rebecca Kiekenapp, cello
Michael Rintamaa, organ

Masterworks Concert
Sunday, September 24, 2017
2:00pm
Cathedral of Christ the King
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University of Kentucky
Women’s Choir
Dr. Lori R. Hetzel, conductor
Regan MacNay, assistant conductor
Hyunjin Kwak, assistant conductor
Brock Terry, accompanist
O Antiqui Sancti, from Ordo Virtutum (c.1151)
Hildegard of Bingen (1098-1179)
transcribed and directed by Regan MacNay
Prophets & Patriatchs:
Who are these, who seem like clouds?
Virtues:
O ancient holy ones, why do you marvel at us?
The Word of God grows bright in the form of a man,
and thus we shine with him, building the limbs of his beautiful body.
O Antiqui Sancti

arr. Michael Engelhardt
Emily Durocher, percussion; Adam Beeken, bass guitar
directed by Regan MacNay

Illuminations of Julian of Norwich
Daniel Hall (1971)
Ashley Cissel, soprano; Emma Scott, mezzo-soprano
Sing, Wearing the Sky
Jake Runestad (1986)
Margie Karp, violin; Emily Durocher, percussion
Searching Love
Little Road

Kim André Arnesen (1980)

directed by Regan MacNay
November 3, 2017
7:30 pm
Singletary Recital Hall
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Moira Smiley

University of Kentucky Chorale
Dr. Jefferson Johnson, conductor
Regan MacNay, assistant conductor

Indodana

(Processional)

Alleluia

Jake Runestad (b. 1986)

Two Motets
Timor et tremor

Regan MacNay, conductor

Dixit in corde sue

Two Madrigals
A Summer Wooing
Zefiro torna e’l bel tempo rimena

Orlando di Lasso (1532-1594)
Levente Gyöngyösi (b. 1975)

Jens Klimek (b. 1984)
Claudio Monteverdi (1567-1643)
ed. Kristina Ploeger

Water

Anders Edenroth (b. 1963)

Somebody Talkin’ ‘Bout Jesus
Indodana

Stacey V. Gibbs
trad. South African
arr. Michael Barrett & Ralf Schmitt
Audrey Belle Adams, soloist
Katherine Wright, djembe

Friday, February 9, 2018
Cathedral of the Assumption, Louisville
KMEA
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University of Kentucky Women’s Choir
Dr. Lori R. Hetzel, conductor

From the Mass
Laudate Dominum
Prayer for the Gifts

Regan MacNay, assistant conductor
Hyunjin Kwak, assistant conductor
Brock Terry, accompanist
Gyöngyösi Levente (1975)
Kinley Lange (1950)

Veni Sancte Spiritus

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (1756-1971)
Arr. Victor C. Johnson

Sanctus from Missa in tempore belli

Franz Joseph Haydn (1732-1809)
Arr. Linda Steen Spevacek

Chamber Choir

Ave Maria
Ain’-a That Good News!

Regan MacNay, director

César Alejandro Carrillo (1957)
Willian Dawson (1899-1990)

UK Women’s Choir
Even When He Is Silent
I Don’t Feel Like I’se Anyways Tired
Folksongs
See the Gipsies

Kim André Arnesen (1980)
Arr. J. David Moore

Arr. Zoltán Kodály (1882-1967)
directed by Hyunjin Kwak
Hungary

Velet,’ vtačku
Antonín Dvořák (1941-1904)
Slavikovsky
from Moravian Duets op. 32
Czech Republic
directed by Regan MacNay
Duerme Negrito
Dubula

Atahualpa Yupanqui (1908-1992)
Dr. Noemi Lugo, soloist
arr. Stephen Hatfield
directed by Regan MacNay
Xhosa song, South Africa
March 29, 2018
8pm
Singletary Recital Hall
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DMA Recital: Year 1
2016-2017

Movement 7: The one who pours is wilder than we ..................Christopher Theofanidis
from The Here and Now
(b. 1967)
When the Sun Comes After Rain .............................................................Matthew Emery
(b. 1991)
☙ UK Chorale ☙

O Deus . ........................................................................................... Hildegard of Bingen
from Ordo Virtutum
(1098-1171)
transcribed by Regan MacNay
Ave Regina Caelorum .......................................................................... Chiara Cozzolani
(1602-1677)
Jerram John, cello
ed. Kristina MacMullen
Little Road ..................................................................................................... Moira Smiley
☙ UK Women’s Choir ☙
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Program Notes
Matthew Emery is a Canadian composer who studied composition with Dr. Stephen
Chatman at the University of British Columbia. When the Sun Comes After Rain is
based on a poem by Robert Louis Stevenson. On the surface, the poem tells the story of
two young girls who gather flowers and then walk down a lane to bed. The deeper
meaning is about life and death, “when life draws to its even and the day of man is past,
they shall all go home to heaven, home at last.”
Hildegard of Bingen (1098-1179) was a mystic, scholar, educator, and pioneering female
composer who rose through the monastic ranks to found her own convent at Rupertsberg,
Germany in 1150. The tenth child in her family, she was tithed to the church at age eight
but had already begun receiving divine visions at the age of five. Over the course of her
long life she recorded all her visions and published scholarly texts on science and
medicine to educate the nuns in her convent. Her network of correspondence included
every major political and religious leader in twelfth-century Europe. Hildegard began a
compilation of her complete literary and musical oeuvre in 1175, which was finished by
her secretary in 1190. The resulting Riesencodex is a thirty-three pound bound
manuscript of which the Ordo virtutum comprises the final five folios (f 478a-481); “O
Deus” is found in the final folio toward the end of the work.
Ordo virtutum (Rite of the Virtues) is a dramatic work that depicts the battle
between good and evil. Composed between 1140-1151, it is the earliest extant liturgical
morality play, most likely performed for the dedication of the Rupertsberg convent in
1151. The play follows the journey of the Soul (Anima) from a pure state through
seduction by the Devil and her eventual return to grace. Her champions, the warrior
Virtues, defend her against the Devil (the only role in the work that is both unsung and
performed by a man). O Deus is sung by the Virtues shortly after they defeat the Devil
and redeem the Soul. The text and chant for Ordo virtutum are Hildegard’s own work and
demonstrate her unique style. In her chants, she frequently employed an interval of a
rising fifth, which occurs at both the opening and throughout the “O Deus” chant. This is
a practice not found in other chant sources of her time. In “O Deus,” she used two
consecutive rising fifths that catapult the voices beyond an octave range, another feature
unusual in chant of this time period.
Ave Regina Caelorum is a Marian antiphon composed by Chiara Cozzolani
(1602-1677). One of the most prolific convent composers of the Baroque era, Cozzolani
lived at the Santa Radegonda, the leading convent of Milan. Between 1640 and 1650, she
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published four collections of motets. This piece is sectional in its construction, each
section based on a new phrase of text, and has cadences that are on the cusp of tonality,
even though they are still modally based.
American composer Moira Smiley, has discovered a niche market in treble choir
compositions that feature a body percussion accompaniment. The verses of Little Road
are grounded by an eight-count ostinato body percussion part that functions
independently from the melody. The poignant message about the road leading a person
far from home to “learn the things the little road would show,” makes this a perfect
concert closer.
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DMA Recital: Year Two
2017-2018
Missa Brevis in D+ ...............................................................Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
Kyrie
(1756-1791)
Gloria
Credo

Emma Scott, soprano; Jessica Bailey, alto;
Ben Boutell, tenor; Michael Pandolfo, baritone

Emma Scott, soprano; Jessica Bailey, alto;
Hayden Bright, tenor; Parker Van Houten, bass

Instrumentalists
Brice Farrar, violin 1
Anna Hess, violin 2

Rebecca Kiekenapp, cello
Michael Rintamaa, organ

Timor et tremor ........................................................................................ Orlando di Lasso
(1532-1594)
☙ UK Chorale ☙
O Antiqui Sancti .................................................................................. Hildegard of Bingen
(1098-1171)
transcribed by Regan MacNay
O Antiqui Sancti................................................................................... Michael Engelhardt
(b. 1974)
Emily Durocher, percussion; Adam Beeken, bass guitar
Moravian Duets, Op. 32 ...........................................................................Antonin Dvorak
Velet, vtačku, no. 2
(1841-1904)
Slavikovsky polečko maly, no. 5
Brock Terry, accompanist
Dubula . ..................................................................................................... Stephen Hatfield
☙ UK Women’s Choir ☙
Ave Maria ........................................................................Cèsar Alejandro Carillo (b. 1957)
Ain-a That Good News .......................................................William Dawson (1899-1990)
☙ UKWC Chamber Choir ☙
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Program Notes
Mozart’s Missa Brevis in D Major, K. 194 was composed in 1774 most likely for
liturgical use in the Salzburg Cathedral. Adhering to the Josephinian reforms, Mozart’s
Missa Brevis is short and concise, containing no orchestral preludes or interludes, very
little fugal writing, and brief solo vignettes. The entire work, comprised of the six Mass
Ordinary movements, takes roughly fifteen minutes to perform.
The secunda pars of Orlando di Lasso’s 16th-century motet “Timor et tremor” begins
with the text Exhaudi Deus (Hear, O God). Composed in extended point of imitation
phrases, a section of a polyphonic work based on a single imitative melodic idea
corresponding to a phrase of text, the overlapping musical ideas culminate in an extended
syncopated section that drives to the final cadence. The text, “Hear, O God, my
supplication, for thou art my refuge and strength; O Lord, I have called upon thee, let me
never be confounded,” relates to the second motet on this program, “Dixit in corde suo,”
by Levente Gyöngyösi.
Hildegard of Bingen (1098-1179) was a mystic, scholar, educator, and pioneering female
composer who rose through the monastic ranks to found her own convent at Rupertsberg,
Germany in 1150. Ordo virtutem (Rite of the Virtues) is a dramatic work that depicts the
battle between good and evil. Composed between 1140-1151, it is the earliest extant
liturgical morality play, most likely performed for the dedication of the Rupertsberg
convent in 1151. The play follows the journey of the Soul (Anima) from a pure state
through seduction by the Devil and her eventual return to grace. Her champions, the
warrior Virtues, defend her against the Devil (the only role in the work that is both
unsung and performed by a man). The Prophets open the play by asking, “Who are these,
who seem like clouds?” O Antiqui Sancti is the chorus sung by the Virtues in response.
Michael Engelhardt’s arrangement of O Antiqui Sancti uses every note of Hildegard’s
medieval chant, but it has been radically adapted, making use of contemporary harmony,
instruments, and overall atmosphere. Accompanied by a driving drum rhythm and bass
guitar, Engelhardt uses quartal harmonies, imitation, and ostinato lines to stretch the
chant and heighten the meaning of the text.
Antonin Dvorak’s Moravian Duets is a cycle of twenty-three folk poetry settings for two
female voices and piano, composed between 1875-1881. Opus 32, from which these two
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movements are drawn, was composed in 1876 at the behest of his employer. Velet,’
vtačku (Fly, sweet songster) tells the story of two lovers who part ways. Slavikovsky
polečko maly (Blithely towards this field) is about a couple whose desire to marry is
being thwarted by their mothers.
Dubula is a Xhosa folksong arranged by Canadian composer Stephen Hatfield. Less
about the text, which suffers in translation, Hatfield’s arrangement sparkles with vigorous
rhythms, independent layered lines, and energetic choreographed movements.
Contemporary Venezuelan composer Cèsar Alejandro Carillo’s Ave Maria is a sacred
work on a Marian text that is wholly modern in its harmonic sound palette. Replete with
lush color chords and close secundal voicings, there are only a few instances of true tonal
chords—Do, Mi, So— making them aurally poignant as compared with the denser
textures surrounding them.
William L. Dawson is one of the pioneers of the African-American spiritual. His
Tuskegee Institute Choir, for which he arranged many spirituals, was internationally
renowned and frequently performed at New York City’s Radio City Music Hall in 1932.
First published in 1937, Ain’-a That Good News is a rhythmic, rollicking journey
through one person’s list of all the things they have waiting for them in heaven—a crown,
a harp, a robe, and most importantly, a Saviour.

Copyright © Regan Arlene MacNay 2018
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UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY
SCHOOL OF MUSIC
PRESENTS

REGAN A. MACNAY
In a DMA Lecture Recital
MONDAY, JUNE 4, 2018
NILES GALLERY
9:00 a.m.
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“Let yourself be silently drawn
by the stronger pull of what you really love.”
—Rumi

(Coleman Barks, The Essential Rumi, 51)
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A Choral Conductor’s Approach
to Christopher Theofanidis’s
The Here and Now

1) The Composer (b. 1967)
Atlanta School and Robert Spano
2) Poet & Libretto
Jalal ad-Din Rumi (1207-1273)
Coleman Barks (b. 1937)
3) Musical Features
Silence
Rhythmic text setting
A cappella sonorities
Mantra-like lines
4) Teaching Strategy
Four against three
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Lecture Recital Choir: Shams Revisited
Recorded April 15, 2018
First United Methodist Church, Lexington
Regan MacNay, conductor
Michael Rintamaa, accompanist

Soprano

Alto

Tenor

Bass

Holly Bennett

Jessica Bailey

Hayden Bright

Nathan Dumser

Emily Evans

Annie DeVries

Brady Eckman

David Foster

Hayley Harlow

Savannah Fallis

Henry Huhtelag

John Larson

Emily Redden

Catarine Hancock

Nick Johnson

Michael Pandolfo

Emma Scott

Hyunjin Kwak

Mason Rice

Emma Smith

Greta Rosenstock

Katherine Wright

☙ Acknowledgements: Dr. Jefferson Johnson, Dr. Lori Hetzel, ☙
Dr. Karen Bottge, Dr. Christopher Theofanidis, Michael Rintamaa,
Brock Terry, William Arnold, Dr. Michael Baker,
Laurie Flewellin

No food or drink is permitted in this performance venue. We ask that you remain seated throughout
the performance and, if you must exit, that you wait until applause. This lecture is being recorded.
This recital is presented in partial fulﬁllment of the requirements of the Doctor of Musical Arts
Degree. Regan A. MacNay is a student of Dr. Jeﬀerson Johnson and Dr. Lori Hetzel.
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APPENDIX:
TEXT OF THE HERE AND NOW
BY MOVEMENT WITH POEM SOURCE AND
PAGE NUMBER
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From Coleman Barks’s The Essential Rumi, unless otherwise marked.

Movement 1: Inside this new love, die
TEXT
Inside this new love, die.
Your way begins on the other side.
Become the sky.
Take an axe to the prison wall.
Escape.
Walk out like someone suddenly
born into color.
Do it now.

Movement 2: Is the one I love
everywhere?

Page

22

Like the universe coming into
existence,
the loer wakes and whirls in a
dancing joy,
then kneels down in praise.

275

Half-heartedness doesn’t reach into
majesty.

193

Movement 3: The sound of the
Resurrection

Movement 2: Is the one I love
everywhere?
What is love? Gratitude.

92

42

There’s a strange frenzy in my head,
of birds flying,
each particle circulating on its own.
Is the one I love everywhere?

Would you like to see the moon
split in half with one throw?

4

Steam spills into the courtyard,
it’s the music of the resurrection.

39
146

Do you approve of my love
madness?

14

I’m caught in this curling energy!
Whoever’s calm and sensible is
insane!

16

No need to announce the future!
This now is it. This. Your deepest
need and desire
is satisfied by the moment’s energy
here in your hand.
Did you hear that?

95

I can’t stop pointing to beauty!

129

120

The universe and the light of the
stars comes through me.

I want words that flame as I say
them.

138

92

I’ll make the infinite my home.

197

Not some “if” or “maybe”
dissolving in air.
World-power means nothing.
Only the unsayable, jeweled inner
life matters.

222

Feel the motions of tenderness
around you, the buoyancy.

105

Do you think you know what I’m
doing?
That for one breath or half-breath I
belong to myself?
As much as a pen knows what it’s
writing
or the ball can guess where it’s
going next.

16

Make a noise, beat a drum,
think of metaphors!
Near roses, sing.

218

Taste the here and now of God.
❖from composer’s early edition
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❖

Movement 4: All day and night, music
All day and night, music.
A quiet, bright reedsong.
If it fades, we fade.

Movement 6: Hear blessings dropping
their blossoms around you
Be melting snow, wash yourself of
yourself.

13

God picks up the reed-flute world
and blows.
Each note is a need coming
through one of us,
a passion, a longing pain.

Rub your eyes and look again at
love with love.

77

Remember the lips where the
wind-breath originated,
and let your note be clear.
Don’t try to end it.
Be your note.
I’ll show you how it’s enough.
Go up on the roof at night
in this city of the soul.

The one who pours is wilder than
we
ever become drinking.
Wilder than wine.

46

Movement 7: The one who pours is wilder
than we

103

The one who fills to the rim and
leaves,
to live in absence with a toast:
Go home. There’s nothing for you
here.

Let everyone climb on their roof
and sing their notes!
Sing loud!

A pearl in the shell does not touch
the ocean.
You must dive naked, under and
deeper under,
a thousand time deeper. Love flows
down.

Movement 5: The value of our souls
There once was a man
who inherited a lot of money and
land.
But he squandered it all too
quickly.
Those who inherit
wealth don’t know what work it
took to get it.

There is some kiss we want with our
whole lives,
the touch of spirit on the body.
Seawater begs the pearl to break its
shell.

208

Breathe into me.

In the same way, we don’t know
the value of our souls,
which were given to us for nothing.

48*

33

34*

^from Coleman Barks, The Soul of Rumi.
*from Coleman Barks, The Book of Love.

Movement 6: Hear blessings dropping
their blossoms around you
But listen to me.
For one moment, quit being sad.
Hear Blessings dropping their
blossoms around you,
God.

124^

8

!95

Movement 8: Three kinds of women
There are three kinds of women int
he world.
Two are griefs, and one is a treasure
to the soul.
The first, when you marry her, is all
yours.
The second is half-yours, and the
third
is not yours at all

Movement 11: Insomnia
When I am with you we stay up all
night,
When you’re not here, I can’t go to
sleep.

45

Praise God for these two insomnias!
And the difference between them.

Movement 9: Drumsound rises

Movement 12: The urgency of love

Drumsound rises on the air,
its throb, my heart.

There’s no one more openly
irreverent than a lover.
He, or she,
jumps up on the scale opposite
eternity
and claims to balance it.

A voice inside the beat says,
“I know you're tired,
but com. This is the way.”

122

Start walking toward Shams. Your
legs will get heavy
and tired. Then comes a moment
of feeling the wings you've grown,
lifting.

41

When Shams is here, I rain.

43

Someone in charge would give up
all his power,
if he caught one whiff of the winemusk
from the room where the lovers
are doing who-knows-what!

174

103

One of them tries to dig a hole
through a mountain,
One flees from academic honors,
One laughs at famous mustaches!

Movement 10: Spreading radiance
This spreading radiance
of a True Human Being has great
importance.
Look carefully around you and
recognize the luminosity of souls.

106

170171

Humankind is being led along an
evolving course,
through this migration of
intelligences,
and though we seem to be sleeping,
there is an inner wakefulness
that directs the dream,
and that will eventually startle us
back
to the truth of who we are.

113

Don’t move. A submlime generosity
is coming toward you.

135

!96

Don’t laugh at this.
This loving is also part of infinite
love,
without which the world does not
evolve.
Objects move from inorganic to
vegetation
to selves endowed with spirit
through the urgency
of every love that wants to come to
perfection.

55

Remember. The way you make love
is the way God will
be with you.

185

Movement 12: The urgency of love

Movement 13: The music of our final
meeting

Life freezes if it doesn’t get a taste
of this almond cake.
The stars come up spinning
every night, bewildered in love.

103

The laughter was his freedom,
and his gift to the eternal.

Everything has to do with loving
and not loving.

9

50

You are the sky my spirit circles in,
the love inside love, the resurrection
place.
In your light, I learn how to love,
in your beauty, how to make poems.
You dance inside my chest
where no one sees you,
but sometimes I do,
and that sight becomes this art.

122

All I can say remembering you
is Ayyyyyyy and Ahhhhhhhh.

165

Did you hear that?

212

95-96

It's the man who was looking for
treasure.
He wants me to finish his story.
Unfold your own myth, without
complicated explanation,
so everyone will understand the
passage,
We have opened you.

41

I am part of the beauty.

245
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